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ABSTRACT

This thesis examines the relationship between Cypress Gardens and the state of Florida.
Specifically, it focuses on how the creator of the park, Dick Pope, created his park after his own
idealized vision of the state, and how he then promoted both his park and Florida as one and the
same. The growth and later decline of Cypress Gardens follows trends in Florida’s growth
patterns and shifts in tourism.
This study primarily uses a combination of newspaper sources and promotional pictures
and other media from the park to explain how Pope attempted to make Cypress Gardens
synonymous with Florida. In doing so, this paper presents a history of the park during the Pope
family ownership (1935-1985), while also looking at the legacy of the park until 2004.
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INTRODUCTION
Since its opening in 1936, the theme park Cypress Gardens attracted tourists to the state
of Florida with its themes of botanical gardens, pretty girls, and water-skiing. The creator of this
park, Dick Pope, succeeded in making his park synonymous with Florida through the marriage of
the image of Cypress Gardens and the state, so much so that the state and the park shared a
common history, influencing each other over time. As Florida evolved from a semi-frontier land,
traveled by few, into a tropical getaway, Cypress Gardens attempted to emulate this change as
well, transforming semi-swampland into idyllic gardens. Similarly, as Cypress Gardens added
exotic plants, beautiful young women and water skiing to its attractions, Americans began to
define Florida in these same terms.
Cypress Gardens established itself not only as one of Florida’s most recognizable
attractions but also as a nationally recognized tourist destination. A 1963 Sports Illustrated
article noted that “in a random survey of 446 persons” taken in spring of the same year, “some
44% of those interviewed said they had been to Cypress Gardens anywhere from two to six
times.” 1 Cypress Gardens obtained this national appeal by asserting that a visit to Florida and a
visit to his park are the same.
By establishing Cypress Gardens, Richard Downing “Dick” Pope, a businessman born in
Iowa, helped to define his adoptive state through his theme park. He was so successful in fusing
his park with the state that when the park eventually closed in 2003, a statewide argument arose
over whether the state should purchase the park using funds normally reserved for
environmentally critical or culturally significant lands. When the state did intervene and aid in
1
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the preservation of the park, officials cited as one of their main reasons that the park was
quintessential Florida.
This paper shows how Dick Pope created and sold Cypress Gardens as Florida’s theme
park. The rise and decline of Cypress Gardens depended upon the visionary founder of the park,
Dick Pope, and his idea of Florida as a theme park. The sale of Cypress Gardens as Florida and
the novelty of the park and the state proved to be a formula for success. As Florida lost its exotic
otherness and became just another state in the Union, Cypress Gardens became just another
theme park in state with dozens of other parks. Pope’s vision for his park mirrored the Florida in
his mind. To Pope, Florida was tropical, Southern, and a place for adventure. He designed a park
that embodied each of these aspects.
While this paper will present a history of Cypress Gardens, it is not this paper’s goal to be
a comprehensive history of the park. Instead, the history presented will attempt to highlight the
development of this park as it pertains to the Pope family, their vision of Florida and how
Cypress Gardens evolved over time. The paper will achieve that primarily through an analysis of
the contemporary newspapers, photographs, and movies that covered or presented Cypress
Gardens. The majority of the newspapers are from Winter Haven, the city in which the park is
located, or from the surrounding towns. This paper also utilizes regional and national newspapers
to strengthen arguments related to the park’s growth and influence.
Prior to this paper, historians such as Richard Starnes, J. Mark Souther, Jack Davis, Patsy
West, and David Nelson, who have written about tourism in the South, have explored the idea of
a created or re-imagined past. In these books, communities have come together to define their
culture through a created history similar to how Cypress Gardens created its own version of
2

Florida. These histories typically evolved from a factual past but over time changed to meet the
expectations of tourists. These historians helped me better understand Cypress Gardens and how
the park defined Florida.
In the introduction to Starnes’ edited collection of southern tourism histories, he
attempted to establish a historiography of this emerging field. In doing so, he acknowledged how
only in the last ten to fifteen years have historians started to look at tourism as something more
than “a casual force in history.” 2 As Starnes introduced the various essays collected in his book,
he called attention to the fact that southern tourism is a created effort, not only created by the
local citizens but also by outsiders and neo-citizens.
Also in the introduction, Starnes groups southern tourism into three categories:
environmental, destination, and cultural or heritage. Tourism often began as visitors sought out
nature’s attractions such as springs or mountains. Later, destination tourism arose as
entrepreneurs created sights or attractions to lure in tourists. Developing alongside destination
tourism, communities took notice of visitors who traveled to see the South’s past. These
communities responded by drawing greater attention to their past while often embellishing proud
aspects and omitting less pleasant aspects.
Cypress Gardens falls into all three categories. It began as an environmental destination
with botanical gardens attracting tourists. The park later developed both destination and cultural
tourism through the addition of the water ski shows and southern belles, respectively.

2
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Jack Davis, J. Mark Souther, and Patsy West each explore this last type of tourism in
their respective books. In Davis’s look at Natchez, Mississippi, he explored the created and
edited past that locals established, primarily through the Pilgrimage. Similarly, Souther analyzed
New Orleans and how the city transformed itself after the Great Depression from a growing
urban city into a caricature of the city’s French Quarter. Finally, Patsy West wrote on the Florida
Seminoles and how through alligator wrestling, created “Seminole Villages,” and Indian
weddings, the Mikasuki Seminoles recreated their culture in order to survive economically in the
twentieth century.
David’s Nelson’s dissertation on the Civilian Conservation Corps, Florida Park Service,
and their contribution to Florida tourism’s growth added to this thesis by pushing for a closer
look at New Deal era Florida. Nelson’s argument that modern Florida tourism begins not in the
post World War II period but instead during the Great Depression contributed to a reevaluation
of Cypress Gardens’ formative years. Unfortunately, as Nelson also laments, the archival records
of Works Progress Administration money in Florida are largely unavailable as are the park
records. 3
So what is this Cypress Gardens theme park? Moreover, what even is a theme park to
begin with? A theme park by its most simple definition is a park with themes. Given that simple
definition, what themes are present at Cypress Gardens? There is a garden theme, a pretty girl
theme (sometimes mixed in with an Old South theme), and a water ski theme. Yet, how do these
themes coalesce into a unified vision of “Florida?” The answer lies with Dick Pope and his ideal
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Florida. To Pope, Florida was a tropical garden primed to be cultivated, a land of pretty girls and
southern culture ready to be shared, and a place for fun in the sun just waiting for a motorboat
and a water-skier.
Prior to the park closing in 2003, the three themes listed were the main (and often only)
attractions in the park. After the reopening in 2004, the new owner added roller coasters, thrill
rides and a water park to entice younger and more adventurous visitors. A modern tourist
learning this fact may wonder why tourists would have visited such a park before this reopening
and renovation. Before 2004, there was not much to do at Cypress Gardens, unlike its central
Floridian competitors. At Disney World in Orlando, at Universal Studios in Orlando, and at
Busch Gardens in Tampa, there were rides and games that attracted millions of tourists each
year. At Cypress Gardens, there were no rides except for a large lift that brought tourists high in
the sky and gave them a rotating panoramic view of the area. Visitors to the park viewed the
park. You could view the gardens, view the southern belles, or view the ski show. You could not
play in the gardens, dress up as a belle, or strap on a pair of skis yourself. It was not that kind of
park. So again, to address the modern tourist who does not yet understand the appeal of Cypress
Gardens, the simple explanation is that this was a park built around spectacles and the viewing
and photography of such spectacles.
The park would evolve over the years. The first and only thing to view initially was the
botanical garden. A few short years later, young women dressed southern belles and a water ski
show became part of the park’s sights. For the most part, the park would survive on the three
themes of gardens, girls and skiing for the next sixty-seven years. Of course, other additions
came and went but the mainstays of the park were those three aspects. Visitors came to see and
5

to photograph the sights at the park. The role of photography in Cypress Gardens cannot be
understated. This park was literally designed through the lens of a camera.
Cypress Garden, a park of spectacles, artificial Floridian spectacles, holds a
special place in both Florida history and the history of tourism. According to most newspaper
sources and Cypress Gardens itself, it is Florida’s first theme park. Created during and, in part,
because of the Great Depression, the park illustrates an important turning point in Florida’s
history. Before Cypress Gardens, Florida was a state visited by the country’s wealthy elite and
then by tin can tourists who traveled the state with no set destination in mind. Cypress Gardens
ushered in an era in which non-Floridians would travel hundreds of miles to see one or more
particular places. To highlight this shift, by the end of 1941 Cypress Gardens even appeared in
travel cruise advertisements in the New York Times. 4 Five years after opening its doors, both the
Florida Circle Tour and the Tauck Tours, two tours that advertised to wealthy New Yorkers,
included Cypress Gardens as a stop along the tour. The Tauck Tour was a personally guided tenday tour with travel around Florida via “private air-conditioned parlor motor coach[es].” The
other destinations on these tours were typically the major beaches, Miami and Daytona and
natural formations such as Silver Springs. 5 To understand the historic role of Cypress Gardens,
this paper will first establish the state of tourism in Florida prior to Cypress Gardens.

4
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CHAPTER I: HISTORY OF FLORIDA TOURISM FROM FLAGLER TO
GATORLAND
Florida tourism depended upon the wealth and entrepreneurship of Gilded Age
businessmen, a land boom coupled with newspaper boosterism and the development of good
roads to overcome the hazards that previously impeded Florida travel. Today it is hard to
imagine Florida without tourism and travel, but one-hundred and fifty years ago, pleasurable
travel to Florida was just as hard to imagine. Although the city of St. Augustine can trace its
history back to 1565, Florida was not a destination spot until the late nineteenth century. In the
centuries between, most Floridians lived on the strip of land running from Pensacola to
Jacksonville and along the coasts. Even after Florida became a state in 1845, for much of that
time a trip to the sunshine state promised a dangerous adventure at best.
The challenges that botanist Samuel Botsford Buckley encountered on his expedition into
the heart of Florida exemplify the hazards of Florida travel. 6 Buckley traveled from Palatka
along the St. John’s River as far south as Lake Jessup and Fort Gatlin near present-day Orlando
in 1842, less than a year after the end of the Second Seminole War. Constantly on the watch for
potentially hostile Indians, Buckley’s group found their most constant enemies were swarms of
mosquitoes. In a July 2 letter, Buckley enumerated the hardships facing the mid-summer
interloper. Buckley complained of attacks by “unfriendly and rascally musquitoes,” barefoot
hikes across “scorching sands,” blistering sunburns, frequent rainstorms, and a “horrible burning

6

Laurence J. Dorr, “That Land of Flowers, Swamps and Alligators’: S. B. Buckley's 1843 Trip Up the St. Johns
River, Florida,” Brittonia 44:1 (1992): 4.
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fever.” 7 Adding to his misery, Buckley eventually contracted malaria. Perhaps understandably,
the young botanist never returned to Florida. 8
Travelers to antebellum Florida faced a wide variety of problems ranging from insects,
wild animals, harsh terrain, extreme weather and disease. Insects such as mosquitoes, ticks,
wasps, hornets and yellow-jackets bit, stung and even infected visitors to the state. At the same
time, alligators, crocodiles, panthers, and wild boars presented larger threats. Florida travelers
had to traverse swamps, lakes, rivers, and palmetto filled forests to reach their destinations while
also contending with summer temperatures in the high nineties, torrential thunderstorms and the
possibility of tornadoes and hurricanes. Additionally, the common hookworm parasite also
presented a deterrent to potential travelers. While unknown at the time, the effects of this parasite
resembled malaria and greatly amplified Northern fears of journeying to the state. 9
At the same time as Buckley’s expedition, visitors began traveling to Florida to visit the
recently developed health spas. During the 1840s, owners of land containing freshwater springs
began to improve these springs by adding walkways, seating, lodging, and other comforts to
entice visitors seeking therapeutic bathing and drinking. 10 The successfulness of these spas
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depended upon their proximity to railroad stations and their ability to convince the public that
their spa could cure ailments. 11
Apart from these historic spas and some exceptions, such as Silver Springs, until Henry
Flagler and Henry Plant made their mark on Florida, travel to the state contained too many perils
for most Northerners. Most Americans saw Florida as wilderness, remote and untamed until the
late 1800s when Henry Flagler and Henry Plant opened the state to wealthy Northerners by
building railroad lines down Florida’s western and eastern coasts. Flagler and Plant opened
Florida to tourism by making it accessible via their railroads and by bringing the Gilded Age to
Florida, thereby transforming the state from frontier wildness to resort havens for the Northern
elites. 12
Through their hotel and railroad networks, Flagler and Plant introduced Northern tourists
to Florida. Of the two men, Flagler had a greater impact. Flagler’s Florida East Coast Railway
ran along the entire eastern coast of Florida from Jacksonville to Key West linking nine hotels
along the coast into a network scholars have dubbed the Flagler System. 13 Additionally, Flagler
operated a steamship line that connected the state to his two hotels in Nassau, Bahamas. Plant
operated a similar network of eight hotels joined by a railway along Florida’s west coast. Both
sets of hotels included luxury winter resort hotels that truly brought the Gilded Age and tourism
to Florida.
The lasting importance of these two men’s accomplishments was the sale of Florida, not
just the sale of a ticket or a room. Flagler and Plant brought people to Florida, sold them train

11
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tickets, booked them in hotel rooms and marketed land for living or farming. 14 Tourists booked
rooms for months, not just for one night or one week; thereby making Florida their winter home.
The luxury resorts succeed in bringing tourists to Florida because they were selfsufficient. The hotels were cities unto themselves. Flagler and Plant built the infrastructures,
brought in the staff from the North, and supplied the hotels independently via the railroad lines.
Unlike urban hotels in which the drawing factor was the surrounding city, their hotels became
“independent destinations in their own right, offering golf, tennis, and other sports as well as
social activities directly on the hotel grounds.” 15 Flagler and Plant succeeded in creating
destinations in Florida that tourists visited and relished being seen at these resorts. In effect, both
men were responsible for making Florida fashionable. Both men created a luxury class tourism
that was not available to the masses. These hotels were suited for the wealthy by creating an
“aura of blatantly conspicuous (often decidedly feminine) luxury on a scale previously unknown
in Florida.” 16
The deaths of Flagler and Plant mark the beginning of mass tourism in Florida. The two
businessmen brought tourism to Florida at the end of the nineteenth century with their railroads
and resort hotels by selling Florida as a place where wealthy travelers could enjoy conspicuous
consumption in the sun. The era of these two men ended shortly after Flagler’s death in 1913. By
this time, efficiency took precedence over enchantment. Modern and generic designs replaced
the historical and personal touches of Flagler and Plant.

14
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As the era of luxury hotels ended, a land boom in Florida began to gain momentum.
Historians William Frazer and John J. Guthrie, Jr. argue that World War I led to the land boom
of the 1920s and that it extended back as far as 1915. 17 As World War I began in Europe in 1914,
the United States began to increase its military presence in Florida. As more men trained in
Florida, the money they spent created more jobs in the state. In turn, Americans moved down to
take these newly created jobs and in turn drove up demand for housing. 18 At the same time,
because tourist travel to Europe was no longer an option after 1914, wealthy Americans began to
depend upon the United States instead of Europe for winter retreats. 19
The Florida land boom of the 1920s redefined tourism in Florida through the influx of
new Floridians and the national interest in the state that arose due to the advertising associated
with the boom. These new residents provided the customer base for businesses like Cypress
Gardens. While tourist attractions obviously bring in tourists from elsewhere, they must draw
upon a significant local population. According to the publicity generated, in Florida a person
could make easy money through real estate while living in paradise. Even those who did not
actually buy land in Florida during this period became more cognizant of the state because of the
boom.
During the Florida boom of the 1920s, land speculation ran wildly throughout coastal
Florida. Land booms begin with speculation, in which people buy land with the intent of selling
it within a short period for a profit. The southeastern and later southwestern coasts of Florida
experienced such a phenomenon in the first half the 1920s. The boom in Florida peaked in 1925
17
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and proceeded to bust in 1926. This land bust combined with banking failures in Florida to push
the state into an economic depression four years before the rest of the country.
As historian Jane T. Tolbert explains, Florida became an “American Riviera.” 20 Tolbert
notes that following the war, northern businessmen envisioned the development potential in
Miami. 21 Florida activist and environmentalist Marjory Stoneman Douglass described the early
boom by recalling the “men who’d come back from the war, men who remembered how
delightful it was down here in training camps.” 22 She wrote of the “men who’d come back from
the war, men who remembered how delightful it was down here in training camps.” 23
Promoters of Florida real estate emphasized the state’s Spanish heritage and exotic
otherness to sell more land during the boom. Florida architecture in the 1920s attempted to
capitalize upon the long history of Spain’s ownership of Florida. Promoters “claimed that the
state’s architecture was more Spanish than anything in Spain; that Miami banks looked like
‘Alhambra pleasure palaces’… and that Florida represented a new El Dorado abundant in wealth
and opportunity.” 24
Adoption of the Eighteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution also contributed to the
boom. Florida’s thousand-mile coastline and its proximity to the Bahamas, Cuba and other stillwet Caribbean nations made Florida a bootlegger’s paradise. Florida had “the dubious honor of
being one of the leakiest spots on the country’s dry border.” 25 Because the state placed no limits

20
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on bank deposits at this time, banks quickly accumulated large sums deposited by these
rumrunners. These large reserves encouraged the banks to adopt risky lending policies that
eventually led to the boom’s collapse.
Jane T. Tolbert argues that the media also played a major role in drawing northerners to
Florida by inflating stories of successful real estate ventures. Florida historian Mark Derr notes,
"Recognizing the profit in good publicity, the state's newspapers joined in an undeclared but no
less real agreement to suppress or downplay bad news, while accentuating the positive, meaning
growth.” 26 The Miami papers were notorious for running stories about land prices rising so
quickly that they created immediate profit. National papers reprinted these stories of Floridians
becoming overnight millionaires. 27 Florida newspapers pushed stories of over-night millionaires
onto Northern and Western newspapers. Tolbert explains, it was more profitable for newspaper
publishers to simply print whatever promoters sent them, and subsequently charge a fee for
advertising, than to pursue investigative journalism.
Tolbert identifies three main themes the mainstream media used during the early 1920s:
“a vision of paradise, the Everglades as a cornucopia, and easy money on the last frontier.” 28
Articles in papers such as the Christian Science Monitor that described the flora, beaches and
climate of Florida pushed the paradise theme. Although some of these articles described natural
Florida, many of them were in fact describing a “created” Florida.

26
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Headlines such as "Triumphant Florida" in the New York Times and "Conquering the
Everglades" in the Christian Science Monitor stressed the technical domination of nature. 29 The
cornucopia of Florida depended upon the draining of the Everglades. Land promoters saw no
intrinsic value in the Everglades, only exploitable nature. All of these articles encouraged the
draining of the Everglades in order to change this “wasted land” into another fertile “Nile
Valley.” Furthermore, the Chicago Daily Tribune described these once "vast and dismal
swamps” as now “civilized” with roads and drainage programs." 30
The theme of “easy money on the last frontier” explains the simplest reason why
northerners flocked to Florida. Promises of easy profit from land sales or even for being a land
promoter drew northerners looking for an easy dollar. Newspapers compared Florida to previous
gold rushes and oil finds except for the key difference that those booms required some
investment of labor. “There are no ores to be mined, no wells to be sunk, only land to be sold and
resold,” wrote the New York Times in 1925.” 31 According to the newspapers, the savvy
entrepreneur could turn Florida land into profit without breaking a sweat.
Miami epitomized the Florida boom city. Between the 1910 and 1920 U.S. Censuses,
Miami grew by 440%, totaling 25,571. 32 A local survey in 1923 showed a fifty-five percent
increase over the 1920 population, placing Miami’s population at over 45,000. The boom
reached its peak in 1925. During that year, a special census taken of Miami estimated at least
70,000 residents.

29
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Millionaire Carl Fisher was one of the men who made automobile travel into Florida
possible. Fisher originally envisioned Miami Beach as a tourist destination that visitors would
arrive at via railroad. In 1914, Fisher decided to open up south Florida to car travel as well. The
road he financed and planned became the Dixie Highway, which began in Sault Sainte Marie,
Michigan, and ended in Fisher’s Miami Beach. The Dixie Highway consisted of both a western
route and an eastern route. The two began and ended at the same locations, but, in between,
crossed entirely different parts of the country. 33
Florida also had its share of temporary migrants. Tin Can Tourists, named for the debris
they discarded came by the score. 34 These tourists packed most of their belongings into their
automobile along with their children and the family pet and set out for Florida. The development
of highways leading to Florida made it possible for these families to explore the sunshine state.
The Dixie Highway, the Tamiami Trail, which connected Tampa and Miami, and the Orange
Blossom Trail, which cut through the center of the state’s vast orange groves and ran from
Tennessee to Miami, made Florida accessible via automobile. 35
Tin Can Tourists popularized Florida travel despite the hardships in their way. During the
1920s and 1930s, Florida’s roads had some paved sections but for the most part travelers found
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“hard-surfaced highways.” 36 These early Tin Canners found washed-out roads, choked trails, or
even wildlife blocking their travel. Often they had to plot their own course through the state,
creating their own maps along the way. Drivers encountered all of these problems during 1909
Tampa-Jacksonville Endurance Run, the first cross-state automobile tour. During the tour,
drivers faced the challenge of finding their own roads, preferably ones suitable for
automobiles. 37
Despite these risks, or perhaps because of them, Tin Canners came by the thousands.
They came to escape the winters of the Midwest and North. Just as important, a trip to Florida
meant a break from the everyday. 38 “Tin can tourists knew that whatever route they took, they
would escape the tedium of daily life and enjoy the adrenaline rush of exciting new places.” 39
Florida’s unknown, untamed nature had an intrinsic appeal to many tourists.
Tin Can tourists did not book hotel reservations before departing, nor did they have one
set destination in mind. The journey itself was the goal. These tourists camped wherever they
could find space with water. 40 Instead of hotels or motels, automobiles served as sleeping
quarters. “From simple tarpaulins draped over an automobile to more substantial tents the size of
small houses, Tin Canners used a variety of shelters” while touring Florida. 41 As for choosing a
campsite, when Tin Canners saw something of interest, they would simply set up camp nearby.
A little open land and a fire pit was all they needed to transform the roadside into a temporary
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home. 42 At the Tin Can tourist camps that arose in the 1920s, strangers who would typically
never have interacted with each other would cook together and converse willingly.
As the Tin Can tourists grew in numbers, Floridians invented ways to profit from these
snowbirds. Roadside “Mom-and-Pop” stores soon opened near popular Tin Can campgrounds. 43
Some owners of produce and citrus stands added novelties, souvenirs, and displays of exotic
animals to entice extra travelers to stop and shop. 44
The travel trailer, reliable mapped paved roads, and the shift to more permanent cabins
and eventually motels brought an end to the Tin Can Tourist. The Tin Can Tourists of the World
(TCT) association existed from 1919 to 1977, but the phenomenon had declined significantly by
the 1950s.
Tin Canner’s left a lasting mark on Florida tourism history through the roadside
attractions that catered to them. Entrepreneurs created these sights with the Tin Canners in mind
but many survived for years after the Tin Can tourist declined. 45 These small roadside businesses
served as precursors to Cypress Gardens and provided a contrast to the multi-themed parks such
as Cypress Gardens that followed.
At the turn of the century, only a few sights beckoned brave motorists to visit. Fifty years
later, motorists could not travel more than twenty or thirty miles of Florida highway without
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passing a roadside attraction. While driving, tourists encountered roadside sites such as McKee
Jungle Gardens, Sunken Gardens, Marineland, and Gatorland. These locations possessed two
main elements: a highway or well-traveled road ran directly in front of them and they typically
had only one sight or type of attraction. Many of these businesses opened during the Great
Depression. After the 1929 stock market crash and the collapse of the banking industry, the
nation plunged into an economic recession that did not end until the beginning of World War II.
Most roadside attractions opened during this economic collapse, after the influx of the Tin Can
phenomenon and boom times.
Two of the early Depression-era roadside attractions used gardens to entice passing
motorists and make a profit. These attractions displayed exotic, non-Floridian plants in their
gardens. McKee Jungle Gardens opened in 1932 near Vero Beach and sold tourists a tropical
flora experience of “gru gru palms, Madagascar screw pines, Amazonian lily pads…, and the
greatest concentration of orchids in North America.” 46 Similarly, George Turner, previously a
plumber, transformed a four and a half acre sinkhole into Sunken Gardens by planting imported
tropical flora. Although started in 1903 by George Turner, did not begin charging tourists until
midway through the Depression, in 1935.
Marineland, opened in 1938 as a “motion picture facility for studying and filming sea
specimens in an enclosed, oceanlike environment,” brought in a half million customers a year
once the owners shifted the emphasis of the oceanarium towards tourism. 47 It featured an animal
show with dolphins performing tricks for audiences. In addition to having unique aquatic
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performances (such as a dolphin pulling a poodle on a surfboard), Marineland drew in large
crowds because of its location on A1A between St. Augustine and Daytona Beach, “perfectly
situated to snag Miami-bound travelers.” 48
Gatorland appealed to tourists’ darker interests. Gatorland, whose history stretches back
to 1940 when Owen Godwin purchased fifteen acres of land south of Orlando on U.S. 441,
enticed tourists with the prospect of viewing frightening reptiles instead of the beauty of a garden
or playful animal show. Initially, like George Turner, Godwin shared his venue without charging
tourists. Visitors paid a voluntary admission fee and seasoned tourist trade dried up in the
summer, Godwin toured Florida’s East Coast with “a hand-fashioned cypress trailer and his
favorite gator, a 12-foot specimen named Cannibal Jake. 49
These parks used exotic plants and animals to present tourists with a created Florida. In
the case of Gatorland, he displayed an authentic Florida while Sunken Gardens and McKee
Jungle Gardens showed tourists an imported artificial one. As roadside attractions grew both in
popularity and profitability another change occurred to Florida tourism. The theme park began to
replace roadside attractions as the main draw for northerners.
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CHAPTER II: BEYOND ROADSIDE ATTRACTIONS: CONEY ISLAND,
SILVER SPRINGS, AND THE THEME PARK

In contrast to the single sight roadside attractions, theme parks gave tourists a varied
experience that led to high attendance and repeat visits. The collection of parks at Coney Island
defined the theme park through its development of rides, sights and sounds. The thrills at Coney
were unique in their role of audience participation and in their replay value. Similarly, in Florida,
Silver Springs exemplified the full-day attraction through a different type of entertainment. At
Silver Springs, the beauty of the springs and the awe of looking through crystal clear water via
glass-bottom boats brought in tourists. Created after both, Cypress Gardens desired to have the
national appeal and name recognition that Coney possessed while thematically resembling a
place more akin to Silver Springs.
Coney Island and Silver Springs differed greatly in the entertainment they provided but
were similar in that they both provided amusement that could last throughout an entire day.
Daylong attractions such as amusement parks and theme parks, unlike roadside attractions, were
destinations unto themselves and invited repeat visits. Unlike roadside attractions, these parks
had enough appeal to be placed away from a major highway and still attract tourists.
Coney Island represented a shift in America from Victorian to modern sensibilities, from
parks designed to uplift citizens, to parks that existed primarily to entertain. 50 Historian John
Kasson has noted that Coney drew upon the Midway and its machines such as the Ferris Wheel
at the 1893 World’s Columbian Exposition held in Chicago.
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The Midway, unlike the rest of the Exposition, existed for the masses, not the elite. It was
“a colossal sideshow, with restaurants, shops, exhibits, and theaters…” and an “extraordinary
panorama of the world’s peoples” staffed it. 51 At the Midway, the main attraction was not an
artistic work or an architectural masterpiece like those that a visitor might find in the rest of the
Exposition. Instead, a mechanical wheel dominated the landscape and interests of visitors. Fifty
cents bought a person two revolutions on the Ferris Wheel, an invention designed just for the
Columbian Exposition. 52
If Coney reflected the Midway, Cypress Gardens mirrored the Exposition’s White City.
The crowds at the White City viewed its exhibits and the architecture instead of directly
interacting with them as they did with the Midway machines. The White City consisted of
buildings covered in white stucco illuminated by electric light at night. According to the New
York Times, these buildings, which served as exhibition halls, resembled palaces that in the
sunlight “shone like marble.” 53
These three main parks at Coney Island do not represent different themes of one
coordinated park but instead are independent amusement parks with their own attractions and
visions. 54 Sea Lion Park built in 1895 by Captain Paul Boyton with its famous water slide,
Shoot-the-Chutes, was the first of these independent, enclosed amusement parks. George C.
Tilyou soon followed Boyton’s example and constructed his own park, Steeplechase Park, in
1897. Tilyou named his park for the “elaborate mechanical racetrack that ringed its borders.” 55
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Boyton’s park sold in 1903 to Frederic Thompson and Elmer “Skip” Dundy who together created
a new amusement center, Luna Park. One year later William H. Reynold’s Dreamland opened
across the street from Luna Park and imitated many of its attractions.
Coney Island changed the role of the audience. Until amusement parks such as those at
Coney, the public sought entertainment usually as spectators. Baseball, football, boxing contests,
vaudeville shows, and movie theaters all placed the public in the role of spectator and not as
participant. John F. Kasson argues that “customers participated intimately in the spectacle about
them” at these new amusement parks. 56
Coney Island offered a contrast to “conventional society, everyday routine and dominant
cultural authority.” 57 At Coney, New Yorkers sought to escape the sense of rigidity and social
attentiveness that dominated life in the city. Just as with Tin Can tourists, Coney’s visitors
“displayed open interest in one another’s activities…” and where “strangers frequently fell into
conversation.” 58
Coney Island made amusement possible for more than just the wealthy. Coney’s parks
typically charged ten cents per individual attraction but bargain passes also existed if a customer
bought in bulk. For example, twenty-five rides for twenty-five cents at Steeplechase Park in
1905. 59 By 1900, the working class would have to save money in order to visit Coney but it was
definitely not beyond their reach.
The decline of Coney Island experienced bears a resemblance to the rise and fall that
Cypress Gardens went through decades later. While fires and financial problems affected all
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three parks, ultimately Coney Island died due to a lack of novelty and to the inability of the parks
to maintain a full day’s worth of entertainment. Steeplechase Park, Luna Park, and Dreamland
Park all depended on ever newer and greater spectacles in order to bring in new and, most
importantly, return customers. Edward Tilyou, who took over Steeplechase after his father died
in 1914, “found it necessary to take increasingly forceful measures to keep customers entertained
and to ward off boredom.” 60 Much of Coney Island’s appeal was the contrast it provided to the
rest of New York City and the rest of America, for that matter. However, by the 1920s, the
unique nature of Coney could be found elsewhere.
In contrast to Coney’s noisy fun, Silver Springs in Florida lured tourists in with peaceful
glass-bottom boat rides and the quiet beauty of nature. Silver Springs as predates both Flagler
and Plant’s hotel systems with Civil War veterans visiting this natural attraction. From
approximately 1865 to 1880, tourists traveling down the Ocklawaha River via steamboats
provided the only source of visitors for Silver Springs. In the 1880s, Ed Carmichael purchased
the land around the springs and introduced gasoline-powered boats to the area. This new faster
method of travel effectively put the Ocklawaha steamboat lines out of business. The effects of
World War I hurt Carmichael and by 1919, tourism to the springs had virtually dried up. 61 He
upgraded the boats with cushioned seats and canopies, thereby adding to the time visitors would
comfortably enjoy the tour, but the effort was not enough to save the park.
In 1924, Silver Springs truly began to draw in tourists. William Carl Ray and W.C.
“Shorty” Davidson saw potential in the park and purchased the land from Carmichael in that
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year. Carmichael had started to turn Silver Springs into a tourist attraction but the Ray and
Davidson partnership ushered in the park’s tourism era. 62
For the next four decades, Ray and Davidson controlled Silver Springs and turned it into
the one of the state’s most famous tourist attractions. The introduction of electric powered glassbottom boats helped to draw in thousands of tourists during the 1920s and 1930s. During the
1930s, Colonel Tooey, a concessionaire began operating the Jungle Cruise boat ride which
featured an island of rhesus monkeys that Tooey introduced. Tooey, not realizing that rhesus
monkeys swim and could escape the island, inadvertently introduced wild troops rhesus monkeys
to Silver Springs and the Silver River. 63
Silver Springs added other sights and shows to the park in order to establish themselves
as a full-day attraction. The park also attracted tourists by playing host to six of the original
Tarzan movies, between 1932 and 1942. Also during the 1930s, other attractions such as Ross
Allen’s reptile shows and a replica Seminole Indian village further added to the park’s daylong
appeal. The park continued to prosper for decades beyond the 1930s. In the late 1950s and early
1960s, Silver Springs continued to attract national attention through one hundred episodes of the
show Sea Hunt shot at the park. In 1962, Ray and Davidson sold the park to the American
Broadcasting Company after establishing Silver Springs as one of Florida’s most recognizable
attractions.
While Silver Springs positioned itself as one of Florida’s best-known tourist destinations,
Dick Pope moved closer to carving out Cypress Gardens from the swamp-like shores of Lake
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Eloise in Winter Haven, FL. Whereas Silver Springs’ beauty came naturally; Pope had to create
his own. Ultimately, Pope sold images of botanical gardens, beautiful girls (both as southern
belles and as beauty pageant queens), and water ski shows and simultaneously promoted his
beloved adopted state.
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CHAPTER III: POPE AND THE CREATION OF CYPRESS GARDENS

From the beginning, Dick Pope saw a connection between the creation of his garden
themed park and the promotion of Winter Haven and, by extension, Florida. In a 1959 interview,
Pope explained his original vision for the park. He recalled the conversation he had with his
wife, Julie Pope, “We talked it over and said ‘someday we’ll build a Garden, so I could be
president—and attract visitors to Winter Haven.” 64
Dick Pope learned to promote and sell land from his father, a skill Pope used throughout
the rest of his life as a salesman and advertiser for his park. Pope’s father, L. Walker Pope was a
real estate broker and developer who moved to Winter Haven in 1912 to capitalize on central
Florida’s land boom. 65 At the age of twelve Pope began to help out around his father’s office,
and even sold a piece of property in his father’s absence. 66 After the land bust, Dick and his wife,
Julie, could not rely on the real estate business that Pope inherited from his father and instead
had to find an alternative business.
Pope applied his skills as a salesman and promoter to another industry. He fell back upon
an early love of boating and sought out a job in publicity for Johnson Outboard Motors. Johnson
had not offered Pope a job but upon hearing that the company was about to begin a publicity
campaign, Dick Pope took his wife to the company headquarters in Waukegan, Illinois in the
hopes that he could become involved in this upcoming advertising promotion. Along the way to
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Illinois, Pope continually sent telegrams to the company saying, “Hold all publicity plans until I
get there, your problems are solved!” 67 Johnson hired Pope as their public relations man for the
campaign and paid him $1,000 a month.
At Johnson Motors Pope developed the basics of the ski show that would later become a
centerpiece of Cypress Gardens. He and his brother Malcolm set up boat races and ski shows
featuring Johnson’s new SeaHorse outboard motor. Pope promoted these races and ski jump
shows through the newsreels that covered these events. After the Johnson campaign, Pope left
the company to pursue two other public relations jobs in Chicago and later in New York. Shortly
after arriving in New York, Pope’s career in advertising came to an end in October 1929 when
the stock market crashed on Black Thursday and five days later on Black Tuesday. This event,
like the Florida land bust earlier in his life, forced Pope to change careers once again. In 1931,
Dick Pope developed the idea for what would become Cypress Gardens.
The idea for Cypress Gardens was not unique. Pope read a 1931 Good Housekeeping
article about a South Carolina banker and plantation owner who opened his home and gardens
for public tours. According to the article, the man (possibly C. Norwood Hastie of the famous
Magnolia Gardens and Plantation in Charleston, SC) named his plantation and gardens Magnolia
Gardens and had made over $36,000 in three months. 68 After discussing the possibility of
creating his own garden with his wife, Dick Pope moved his family back to Florida.
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Unlike Magnolia Gardens, Pope had no great mansion or plantation to show the public.
Pope decided to entice visitor to Winter Haven by building a tropical garden. Pope selected a
section of the shoreline of Lake Eloise, one of the area's largest lakes, as the location for his
tropical paradise. Pope explained in an interview that he chose that particular piece of land
“simply because the cypress trees, far out in the water, were a bit of scenery that all of us in
Winter Haven had loved.” 69
In addition to the sentimental and aesthetic value, the land held for Pope, he also chose
one of Winter Haven’s lakeshores because of the appeal of Polk County and its roads. During the
1920s, Pope’s father and other business leaders in Polk County formed the Good Roads
movement that secured a one-and-half million-dollar bond for road improvement. 70 The
movement used the bond money to pave hundreds of miles of roads across Polk County. Theses
smooth asphalt paved roads made the county an ideal location for a tourist destination. 71
Additionally, the county possessed an economic base found in few other Floridian
counties. In 1924, Polk County ranked third in the state in the number of registered automobiles
and the county’s citrus industry constituted one-third of the state’s entire production. Also at that
time, a fifth of the world’s phosphate was mined in the county. Valued at nineteen million
dollars, these mines provided a considerable economic base to Polk County. 72
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Pope faced considerable hurdles in securing financing for the construction of the park.
The initial purchase of the land itself proved to be the easiest step. In 1931, he purchased the
thirty-seven acres of semi-swampland with his own savings. 73 After he purchased the land, Pope
faced the problem of how to finance the development of this land into something tourists would
pay to see. 74 Dick Pope owned semi-swampland on a lake. To build Cypress Gardens would
require a large sum of money to convert the land into something that tourists would pay to see.
The funding for Cypress Gardens came from Pope’s friends, banks and even federal
money. Pope convinced the Canal Commission, the Federal Emergency Relief Association
(FERA), and the Lake Region Board Canal District to help him develop Cypress Gardens. Pope
later told how he convinced FERA “that instead of having men raking leaves at a dollar a day,
we could beautify and rebuild the canals and chain of lakes.” 75 In addition to the canal project,
he proposed adding a hanging garden to Lake Eloise’s shore. This hanging garden became the
Cypress Gardens that Pope had previously envisioned with his wife. Pope told the Canal
Commission, the Federal Emergency Relief Association (FERA), and the Lake Region Board
Canal District that his proposed gardens would charge admission but would be publically owned.
Under this proposal, Pope would serve as the administrator of the gardens but the profits would
go into government coffers. With the help of wealthy Winter Haven local John Snively, Sr., Pope
convinced the Chamber of Commerce, and the project began shortly afterward.
The first project that led to Cypress Gardens was the beautification of the area’s canals.
Initially, the Canal Commission spent $1,500 on cleaning up the canals. This stimulus program
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also encouraged boaters to travel along the series of lakes in Winter Haven, which are connected
by canals, and visit the proposed Cypress Gardens. 76 Shortly after cleaning up the canals, the
Commission agreed to pay $2,000 to begin the work on Cypress Gardens itself. In 1933, when it
became clear that Pope intended to retain ownership, FERA withdrew its support. 77
By the summer of 1933, public sentiment began to turn against the Cypress Gardens
project. The more vegetation workers removed from the lakefront land, the worse it looked.
Pope’s only constant supporter was his friend John Snively. 78 The two men paid the Canal
Commission a $500 down payment and extended a three-year note for the balance to repay all
the money that had been put into the project. Pope formed the Florida Cypress Gardens
Association, Inc. with himself and Julie as the owners and had the ownership of the park
transferred from the Canal Commission to the Florida Cypress Gardens Association once the
Commission decided to withdraw from the project. At this point Pope hired dollar-a-day laborers
to dig the canals needed to drain the swamp. Later, Pope boasted that on a typical day he toiled
alongside his twenty or thirty workers. The majority of the work involved clearing or creating
paths, planting exotic flora, digging small artificial canals, lakes and lagoons, and building
wooden arched bridges to span the bodies of water. When the Popes ran low on funds to pay the
workers they often called upon George Jenkins (founder of Publix Supermarkets) to give them
grocery vouchers valued at $1.25 in order to pay the workers.
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Before the park opened, Pope saw the need for the park’s future expansion. Pope added
forty-eight acres to the area under development by signing a ninety-nine year lease with John
Snively. Under this agreement, Snively received ten percent of the park’s profits. 79
By 1935, Pope opened the park to the public for special events. He set the formal opening
of the park for December 22, 1935 but had to push it back to New Years Day 1936. When
Cypress Gardens opened its doors in 1936, the park’s sole attraction consisted of the winding
paths through the gardens with arched bridges that led visitors over the canals and ponds. Within
the first few years, Pope added electric boats to the park’s lagoons and canals that carried tourists
silently through the gardens, but the attraction of Cypress Gardens was still the beauty of the
gardens.
Garden attractions had become a mainstay of Florida tourism in the 1920s. Historian,
Margot Ammidown listed and described such attractions as Dupree Gardens, north of Tampa;
Rainbow Tropical Gardens in West Palm Beach; Oriental Gardens on the St. Johns River;
Sunken Gardens outside of St. Petersburg; Sarasota Jungle Gardens; and Bok Tower located near
Lakes Wales. These gardens offered idyllic beauty and some went as far as to refer to the biblical
Garden of Eden through their use of tropical plants and a peaceful atmosphere. Dupree Gardens
obtained this effect by playing soft music throughout the gardens while Bok Tower presented a
more explicit reference, with images of Adam and Eve adorning the brass door to the tower
itself. 80
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From the start, Cypress Gardens exhibited exotic trees, bushes and other plant life, but its
main draw has always been flowers. Even before its public opening, flower shows attracted
guests to the still-unfinished park. Flower-related events—and the reportage about them—built
excitement for Cypress Gardens’ grand opening. The seventh annual Winter Haven Garden club
held a flower show at Cypress Gardens on March 27, 1935. This non-competitive exhibit
featured “86 classifications of six-stalk annuals, bulbous plants, roses, flower arrangements,
potted plants and ‘shadow boxes.” 81 A few days later on April 5, the Winter Haven Herald
reported the blooming of gardenias at Cypress Gardens that they boasted to be largest planting of
this flower in the country. 82 The newspaper articles leading up to the December 29, 1935 opening
of Cypress Gardens depicted the floral sights and emphasized the park's natural beauty.
After the opening of the Cypress Gardens, the park’s gardens and canal-linked lagoons
lured tourist to the attraction. These plants and lagoons represented what Cypress Gardens was. It
was a series of gardens; and, more importantly, it was exotic, floral Florida. The Winter Haven
Herald provided detailed descriptions of the park at its opening as well as providing pictorial
evidence. The park during the first two years of operation consisted of flower or flowering bush
lined trails that curved and wound their way through the existing cypress trees. These trails either
reconnected to another trail or ended at a clearing dominated by one particular flower. In
addition to these paths, several wooden bridges spanned the canals of the park that linked “sand
bottomed lagoons” to Lake Eloise. 83
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Dick Pope chose not to have paved or even mulch-covered trails. Instead, he opted to
cover his mile long winding trails with wooden blocks. Pope had a sawmill installed at Cypress
Gardens and during the clearing of the land near Lake Eloise, the park’s employees cut the
removed Cypress trees into small wooden blocks and laid them along the park’s trails as bricks.
Contemporary accounts noted the effect was both a “rustic touch as well as lending convenience
to the visitors” of the park. 84
The Herald’s coverage of Cypress Gardens from 1935 to the early 1970s appears to have
consisted of reprinting the park’s press releases. The articles never mention a reporter nor are
they written from a reporter’s point of view. The Herald often devoted entire articles to cover the
planting of azaleas, gardenias, and canna lilies in terms that seem more likely to come from a
park employee than from a journalist.
For the first two years of the park’s operation, the gardens existed as the only regular
sight to see at Cypress Gardens. Periodically special events came to the park including the
Gardenia Festival of 1937 that featured the dancing of ballerina Gail Armour, the filming of a
two-reel “sportlight” movie that included racing boats and aquaplaning, and the visit to the park
of sixteen airplanes from Florida and Georgia during the Aviation Week Tour. 85 Excluding those
special events, the theme of botanical gardens was the only attraction to bring in tourists.
In November 1937, Pope added a fleet of electric boats to Cypress Gardens. The park
already had several manufactured canals and lagoons and the electric boats offered a new way to
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view the gardens. Additionally, Pope raised the bridges that extended over the canals to allow the
boats to travel below. These electric boats could hold from four to eleven passengers and were
essentially silent in operation. A trip along the mile long tour of the park cost visitors twenty-five
cents. Trained operators working for Colonel F.S. Tooey, who also ran the famous Jungle Cruise
at Silver Springs, drove these electric boats. 86
Even during Cypress Gardens’ early years, Pope conflated Florida and his park—by
visiting one a tourist was sure to visit the other. A January 14, 1938 Winter Haven Herald
captioned photograph made sure to publicize not only the new electric boats but also the state.
“From these boats the beautiful scenery of this show place is presented to the visitor as a moving
panorama displaying the natural beauty of Florida, ‘the land of sunshine and flowers.” 87
Newspaper articles covered the gardens in terms that appealed to garden enthusiasts.
When thirteen hundred visitors from Tampa and Ybor City toured the park in 1938, the Herald
reported, “The guests enjoyed the flowers, rode in the electric boats and walked the trails among
the tropical flora for hours. It was a most pleasant occasion.” 88 Papers gave special attention to
the addition of new flowers, especially when rare specimens bloomed. Long articles that seem to
be written more for the gardener were common during the early years of Cypress Gardens.
The Gardens are, indeed, lovelier than ever, as anyone will attest who has seen them
recently. At this season, too many interesting and beautiful things are to be seen.
Bougainvilleas are favorites with all Floridians, but the new orange and pink varieties
will be of particular interest to those who are seeking a new color note in their garden
decoration. Poinsettias are in full bloom—red and white. And, “believe it or not,” Winter
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Haven gardeners, petunias – Celestial Rose, and the great double and ruffled, are in full
bloom, ready for the winter season. Punk trees are white and fragrant, with their bottlebrush flowers, and conventions of bees and butterflies are holding forth about each tree.
The Herald and Cypress Gardens during this early period wanted to attract the tourist
interested in seeing idealized nature—and there was special attraction for gardeners. With the
addition of two new themes in the 1940s, Cypress Gardens sought to broaden its appeal. The
next chapter will explain how the addition of these two themes changed Cypress Gardens from a
park with a single draw to a theme park with much more to offer a visitor planning to stay the
day.
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CHAPTER IV: SOUTHERN BELLES AND WATER-SKI SHOWS

Cypress Gardens’ history as just a garden attraction was short-lived. Within five years of
opening, the park added two major attractions that fundamentally transformed its image. Girls
dressed as hoop skirted antebellum southern belles became integral to Cypress Gardens and
shortly after this addition, regular water ski shows solidified water based sports as a main aspect
of the park. The addition of the belles and water ski provided the park its fundamental formula.
With these three attractions—gardens, girls, and water skiing—Cypress Gardens now had a core
set of sights that the tourist could view, watch and photograph.
The development of Cypress Garden’s main features highlights an important distinction
between the woman who created much of Cypress Gardens and the man who promoted it. Dick
Pope always positioned himself as Cypress Gardens’ creative genius but Julie Pope designed the
gardens before Dick knew the difference between an azalea and a bougainvillea. Julie also
created the belles in Dick’s absence and, when Dick went to war, she developed the ski shows.
With each of these themes, Dick Pope made later improvements and modifications, but Julie
Pope deserves the historical credit for the invention. The ways in which he advertised and
marketed his wife’s creations show Dick Pope’s genius.
The addition of a southern theme arrived as an invention born of necessity. The new
theme came from Julie Pope’s quick thinking improvisation instead of any planning on Dick
Pope’s behalf. This Old South theme brought in images of the pre-Civil War South that included
Southern belles and large plantation mansions. The birth of the southern belles at Cypress
Gardens appears to have come from the combination of the possible influence of Natchez,
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Mississippi’s Pilgrimage and popular novel and movie Gone with the Wind. These two different
factors seemed to have influenced the Pope family’s decision to institute and keep the Southern
Belles at Cypress Gardens. Stephen E. Branch’s article, “The Salesman and His Swamp: Dick
Pope’s Cypress Gardens,” retells the creation myth of the southern belles. In the winter of 1940,
a severe freeze damaged the flame vines (Pyrostegia venusta) that decorated the park’s
entrance. 89 In an effort to prevent guests from believing the frost damaged the park’s flora, Julie
Pope created a quick diversion. She instructed a few of the park’s secretaries to dress in
antebellum hoop-skirt dresses that the park had left over from a promotional photograph and to
stand in front of the damaged plant life. They had further instructions to stand at the park’s gate
and “flirt with everybody who comes in,” and assure them that the plants sustained only minor
damage. After seeing the success of this act, Dick and Julie Pope decided to keep the “southern
belles” as part of the park, with the intent that they would be the “goodwill ambassadors” of
Cypress Gardens. 90
Branch’s article does not expand upon this interesting dimension of Cypress Gardens.
Branch briefly explains away the belles as “sex appeal” and the “sort of exotica [that] was long a
staple of many Florida advertisers.” 91 While Florida advertisers commonly used “exotic” to
promote the state, they typically did not use southern motifs. Cypress Gardens is located in
central Florida, four miles outside of Winter Haven, an area not known for either antebellum
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plantations or southern belles. Pope, the Iowan, did not refer to Florida as southern until after the
inclusion of the belles. By 1940, two popular forces most likely influenced the Popes: Natchez,
Mississippi’s Pilgrimage and Margaret Mitchell’s Gone With the Wind.
The similarities between Cypress Garden’s southern belles and Natchez’s Pilgrimage are
easily apparent. Both have similar creation myths, and both attracted tourists interested in the
Old South. According to popular myth, the Natchez Garden Club created the Pilgrimage in 1931
out of necessity. The second annual convention of the Mississippi State Confederation of Garden
Clubs had selected Natchez as the host city, but an untimely frost forced Natchez Garden Club
President, Katherine Miller, to improvise. Because the frost damaged many of the treasured
blossoms, Miller decided to “substitute tours of Natchez’s antebellum mansions for the garden
excursions.” 92 The mythical part of the story lies in the fact that for over two weeks before the
convention, Miller and others had planned a tour of the mansions and that this was not a last
minute improvisation. Whatever the circumstances, the convention went over well and
convention attendees recommended to Miller that next year they should open up the tour to the
public and charge admission. The following year, she added six more mansions to the twenty
mansions open for the tour in 1931. Miller added to the Old South aura of Natchez by convincing
the “homeowners and hostesses greeting guests to wear hoopskirts.” 93
These hoopskirts evoked a real, if glorified, part of Natchez’s history. During the 1931
tour of homes, homeowners and hostesses told stories about the mansions’ history as well as
their own family histories. In general, these histories presented a glorified past. The past in this
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case was not the South since the Civil War, but the antebellum South, which the residents saw as
a grand “vanished culture.” 94 In this way, the tour of homes soon became more about the Old
South than about architecture or gardens. Given the style and age of the homes in Natchez, this
shift in emphasis is logical. In contrast, Cypress Gardens’ display of hoop-skirted girls that
appeared to have come from the antebellum plantation house has no historical basis in Winter
Haven, Florida.
Polk County residents and other tourists displayed interest in these belles and the Old
South beyond the initial improvisation due to the popularity of the Gone With the Wind.
Margaret Mitchell’s popular novel and later movie, Gone With the Wind created an interest in the
antebellum South that otherwise did not exist in central Florida. Mitchell completed the novel in
early 1936 and by its official release date of June 30, 1936, it had already pre-sold fifty thousand
copies due to the positive reviews it received. The book went on to receive the Pulitzer Prize in
1937. Three years after the book’s publication, David Selznick produced the movie Gone with
the Wind, which won Best Picture in 1939. 95 With this much publicity and success, it is certain
that Dick and Julie Pope drew upon the mass appeal of both the book and movie. The freeze
crucial to the southern belles’ myth happened in December 1940, well enough after Gone with
the Wind that it is easy to conclude that Margaret Mitchell’s fictional Old South heavily
influenced the Old South that the Popes created at Cypress Gardens.
It is not clear whether Dick and Julie Pope had originally intended to keep the southern
belles, but publicity and success made the belles permanent attractions in themselves. Regardless
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of the Cypress Gardens myth’s accuracy, the public and the newspapers latched onto the
southern belles and quickly helped to make them a defining feature. By February 7, 1941, the
Winter Haven Herald began to describe Cypress Gardens in southern terms with the article
“Southern Flowers at Cypress Gardens” using the term “Old South” for the first time when
describing the park. 96
The addition of water-skiing as the third theme of Cypress Gardens had a historical basis
given the park’s long past of water-based sports. Although the water-ski show did not become a
part of Cypress Gardens history until 1941, water-related events occurred irregularly since 1937.
One of the first prominent aquatic sports moments in Cypress Gardens’ history occurred in 1937
with the filming of the short film Aquabats, featuring aquatic stuntmen, including Dick Pope’s
brother Malcolm among other aquatic stuntmen. 97 The majority of this film covered the sport of
Aquaplaning. This sport involved a person riding on a wide wooden board that had a rope
connecting the front of the board to the back of the motorboat. Riders stood on the board, leaning
back while holding on the second rope. This sport would eventually lead to water tobogganing
and water-skiing.
In 1938, Fox Movietone released What the Well Dressed Aquatic Star Will Wear. The
newsreel shots included “Miss [Betty] MacCalla aquaplaning, skiing, and tobogganing. In the
toboggan scenes Miss Marie Balliet and Miss Peggy Tibbets are also featured.” 98 This is the first
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mention of female skiers at Cypress Gardens. The first available image of Cypress Gardens’
aquatic female performers came in a May 1942 captioned picture. Misses Barbara and Sylvia
Chambliss water tobogganed behind an unseen boat. 99
Water-ski shows at Cypress Gardens eventually used all women or predominately female
teams of skiers. Later, Pope successfully capitalized on the combination of pretty girls and waterskiing, but initially, male skiers performed alongside the female aquatic stars. The first all-female
cast appeared in September 1943 when twenty- seven “Winter Haven girls” appeared in a
Technicolor sports short shot at Cypress Gardens that was later provided to nearby stationed
servicemen. An article in the Winter Haven Herald reports: “Several convoys of soldiers have
been sent from various fields to assist in making the picture, which will also include close-ups of
the girls and Cypress Garden flowers.” 100
It is no coincidence that Cypress Gardens began to shift the emphasis of the ski shows
more towards the aquamaids by the years of 1942 and 1943 when increasing numbers of U.S.
servicemen began to visit the park. Dick Pope enlisted in the Army, and during the war, Julie
Pope ran the park. These tourists visited the park in enough numbers that Julie Pope began to pay
serious attention to them. In addition to the tourists who actually came to the park, Julie Pope
also presented images of female water skiers to soldiers oversees via newsreels and short films.
These female skiers sold well to the military men in the park, and Julie Pope realized that by
advertising to overseas soldiers, she would have thousands of eager tourists once the men
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returned. 101 In 1945, newspapers called the girls “aqua-maids” for the first time. The term stuck
and for the majority of Cypress Gardens’ history, the park calls its female Cypress Gardens’
skiers aquamaids while the male skiers have no title.
The famed ski show’s creation story bears some similarities to the southern belles’
creation at Cypress Gardens. As with the belles, Julie Pope created the water-ski show with
quick thinking and improvisation. During World War II with Dick enlisted in the Army, Julie
Pope wanted to entertain the servicemen stationed throughout Central Florida. She had
promotional photographs taken of Dick Jr. and his high school friends waterskiing with Cypress
Gardens in the background. Shortly afterwards, military men appeared at the park asking what
time the show began. Katy Turner, a park secretary, picked 3:30 p.m. and after Dick Jr. and his
friends got out of school, they put on an improvised show. 102

The Winter Haven Herald

announced that Julie Pope scheduled the first public ski show performance for Sunday April 18,
1943, and indicated that this was to be a special showing, most likely a one-time event. 103
While Dick Pope served the Army oversees, Julie Pope ran the ski-shows until husband
returned from the war. The ski show cast consisted of Dick Pope, Jr. and his high school friends
as well as park employees. A typical performance included ski jumps off ramps, doubles and
Topside Tandem rides.
Julie invented the ski-show, and Dick promoted it. Within a few years of his return, in
1949, Dick Pope began to advertise the ski show nationally by sending Cypress Gardens ski
teams to various cities to perform their show. These shows would generate interest in the park
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and potentially drew new tourists into Florida and Cypress Gardens. The length and number of
ski shows continued to increase during this period until by 1955 they performed four ski shows
each day: at 11am, 1pm, 3pm and 4:30 pm. 104 The ski shows also began to include more than
just the impressive ski jumps and trick performances. After the release of the 1953 film, Easy to
Love, starring Esther Williams, Pope added a “Clown Act” to the daily ski shows. 105 This Clown
Act even featured the same suit that Williams wore in the film.
In addition to the ski shows, the park attracted and kept visitors in the park by hosting ski
tournaments. Cypress Gardens routinely hosted annual tournaments such as the Dixie Ski
Tournament, World Water Skiing Championship, All American Ski Tournament, and others. The
1957 World Water Skiing Championship was held at Cypress Gardens on September 13, 14, and
15. Each day the park pulled in an estimated sixty thousand visitors. This tournament, for
example, had four hundred participants compete from twenty-six different nations. 106
Additionally, the Cypress Gardens team often represented the entire United States at
international water ski tournaments. In 1955, the Cypress Gardens team flew to Lebanon to
participate in the World Water Ski Tournament. 107
A 1958 National Geographic article attempted to explain the phenomenal growth of
waterskiing as a sport and how Cypress Gardens helped to accelerate its growth. His article,
“The Booming Sport of Water Skiing,” states that by 1958 three million Americans had
participated in this new sport. The American Water Ski Association reported on over seventy
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water ski tournaments in that same year. Additionally by the late 1950s, several colleges had
added the sport to their athletic programs and, in one academic semester before Garrett wrote this
article, more than four hundred students joined the ski club at the University of Miami, Florida.
After Garrett illustrated the growth of this sport, he explained that it owed much to Cypress
Gardens. “Perhaps the biggest single boost to water skiing was the starring role Cypress Gardens
played in the first Cinerama production in 1952, This is Cinerama. On the curved screen millions
of people saw beautiful girls flashing beneath moss-hung cypress trees, and athletic young men
hurtling through thin air on skis.” 108
In the article, Dick Pope offered his own ideas as regarding water-skiing’s popularity.
Pope cited the increasing sales of outboard motors when asked, “Why is the sport booming?”
Pope further explained, “Skiing has been around for a long time, but it used to be the polo of
water sports. Only a few could afford the big cruisers needed to pull skiers.” 109 Pope then
proceeded to take credit for the second main reason for the sport’s growth. He said professional
shows such as the ones at Cypress Gardens led the way for amateurs. “Champion performers
here and in other shows around the country have inspired spectators to try.” Pope understood that
his park stood on cutting edge of a new sport and its appeal was twofold. His park and its
traveling water ski show motivated audiences to try out the new sport. Additionally, those who
already partook in the sport traveled to Cypress Gardens to see professionals effortlessly
complete stunts they could only dream of performing.
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By the 1960s, Cypress Gardens and the Dick Pope name had become virtually
synonymous with water-skiing. In 1956, Pope invested in Tourney Skis, a ski manufacturer in
Lakeland, Florida. He later purchased the entire company, moved the plant to Winter Haven,
changed the company’s name and branded the skis with the Dick Pope name. 110 By the late
1970s, profits from the ski production business exceeded four hundred thousand dollars and
helped to further link Pope’s park to the sport.
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CHAPTER V: PROMOTION
Gardens, girls, and water-skiing provided Cypress Gardens with the basic formula for
success that Dick Pope would promote for the rest of his life. Through promotion, Pope married
the image of Cypress Gardens with Florida, making them one and the same. He defined Florida
on his own terms thereby creating a state of exotic tropical flora, beautiful females, and waterskiing fun. Pope promoted his park using any available visual medium: pictures, newsreels,
movies, or television. Because of Pope’s efforts in the 1950s and 1960s, Cypress Gardens gained
household name recognition and increased its sales greatly.
Through visual media, Pope merged Cypress Gardens with Florida in the minds of
Americans. Images of his park appeared in newspapers, family picture albums, magazines, and
postcards. Florida-themed merchandise also bore images of Cypress Gardens. Postcards, t-shirts,
coffee mugs and other Florida souvenirs included the name or images of the park. Florida
souvenir shirts and postcards commonly featured a map of the state with symbolic images
represented the state’s major cities. Located in the state’s center, an image of a hoop skirted or
waterskiing girl stood for Winter Haven and Cypress Gardens.
Photography provided the lifeblood of Cypress Gardens. Dick Pope wanted to present
vistas that tourists would desire to photograph. The role of pictures featured heavily into Pope’s
plan for the park. Pope designed the park to be seen through a camera’s lens. Photography served
two roles for Cypress Gardens: both as a means of direct publicity and an activity for tourists. In
order to capture the attention of new and larger audiences, professional photographers employed
by the park took thousands of pictures a year to inundate newspapers (local and national) and
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magazines with images to print. In 1962, Pope claimed that he spent $230,000 on photographyrelated expenses compared with $280,000 for maintaining the gardens. 111 Simultaneously, park
visitors who took pictures and showed them to friends and family also generated publicity.
Cypress Gardens from the end of World War II in 1945 to the Pope’s sale of the park in
1985 hinged upon photography for its success. By the 1950s, the park established itself as a
photographer’s playground with taking pictures serving as a park activity. The newspapers
understood the importance of photography to the park—Pope designed Cypress Gardens to
attract amateur photographers. An April 12, 1957 Herald article described the park as a
“Fairyland of Flowers and a virtual photographer’s paradise.” 112 At one point in time during the
1960s, Cypress Gardens sold more Kodak film than anywhere else in America. 113 In 1962 alone,
Pope sold $300,000 in film. 114
The photographs park visitors took provided essentially free advertisement for Cypress
Gardens and the state of Florida. Pope dubbed this form of free promotion “OPM2—Our Picture
Material plus Other People’s Money.” Dick Pope sold Kodak film in the park and even rented
out cameras. The visitors went home, developed their film, and showed their friends and family
the sights at Cypress Gardens. Tourists also promoted the park by purchasing souvenirs that
prominently mention Cypress Gardens ($500,000 worth in 1962) and by driving their Cypress
Gardens bumper-stickered cars. By the early 1960s, Pope employed three full-time employees to
paste bumper stickers on visitor’s parked cars. 115
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Dick Pope made photography central to each of the three themes of Cypress Gardens.
With the botanical gardens, he placed special emphasis on the layout of the flora to create a
perfect photo. Next, for pictures of pretty girls, he selected young pretty girls to dress as southern
belles; he crowned beauty queens in the park; and he invited models and movie stars to be
photographed. Lastly, for water-skiing, he added special equipment, boats, and piers to the ski
show to obtain shots unique to Cypress Gardens. Each area of Cypress Gardens presented
exceptional images worthy of a photograph or two. While the main themes of the park—gardens,
girls, and waterskiing—appeared to have little in common, they shared a common design. Pope
planned each of the three aspects of the park in relation to photography.
Pope wanted the botanical gardens arranged so that any tourist could easily take a near
perfect picture. To accomplish this task, Pope employed photographer Robert Dahlgren to ensure
“the grounds would be photogenic.” For these services, Pope paid Dahgren ten percent of the
park’s profits. 116 By the early 1940s, after Dahlgren left the park, Pope hired Robert Eastman as
the head of photography at Cypress Gardens. Because of this quest for the perfect picture, even
the planting of new trees and flowers required the consultation of the expert photographer. By
the 1940s, “every plant, flower, and tree was placed in position after he had viewed the spot
through a camera viewfinder. Each path was laid out with composition, color, and beauty in
mind and was specially designed to take advantage of light.” 117 Lighting is a key factor of all
good photographs and Cypress Gardens paid close attention to this detail. The park even went as
far as posting a sign near the entrance of the park that showed guests the best light settings at
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speed they should set their cameras on to achieve the best show. Park employees updated this
sign at least daily but as often as hourly depending upon the weather conditions. 118 Cypress
Gardens also started to give guided tours that included specific instructions as to where to take
the best photographs and what time of day was ideal for certain locations. 119
Even before the park opened, the garden theme began to draw attention through
photography. A December 13, 1935 Winter Haven Herald article stated, “the gardens are
receiving nationwide publicity at present since the booklet of the National Florida exhibit which
is being distributed at [the] Rockefeller Center carries two full-page illustrations of beauty spots
of the garden. Only three other full page illustrations are contained in the booklet.” 120 The
Herald often printed full-page pictures of the park with captions such as a January 14, 1938 shot
of electric boats gliding among Cypress trees or a December 18, 1936 article showing the newly
planted Angle Trumpet tree at Cypress Gardens. Both of those photographs illustrate the
peaceful nature of the garden theme.
The theme of pretty girls pervades Cypress Gardens’ photographs. Beauty queens,
southern belles, waterskiing Aquamaids, and Hollywood actresses posed for pictures at the park,
both for professionals and for the amateur. Pope wanted images of these girls to appeal to both
female and male audiences. While, at the most basic level, the pictures contained beautiful young
women they generated broader interest through the girls’ activities within the photos.
The Polk County Democrat was fond of publishing pictures of the many beauty queens
that Dick Pope crowned in his park. A November 15, 1946 article from the Democrat shows the
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Tangerine Queen contestant, Mary Kay Gumm. Similarly, a January 21, 1947 Democrat picture
showed the “Lovely Louise Burrell, a Southern College Co-ed from Eustis [who] was crowned
Florida’s Camellia Queen in a colorful ceremony of music and flowers at Cypress Gardens…”
Cypress Gardens attracted amateur photographers by having models and movie stars
available in the park. Jessie Stough who had recently starred in the Paramount short Strange
Occupations visited Cypress Gardens and made herself available for photographers in April of
1941. 121 A July 7, 1944 Herald picture caption mentioned national coverage for Cypress
Gardens through another such model. “Charlotte Cook, one of Florida’s photogenic girls is
featured in here cowboy costume in a picture story on the famed Cypress Gardens models in this
month’s Click Magazine…” 122
Life Magazine displayed more pictures of Cypress Gardens’ girls to America than any
other single magazine. In February 1945, Pope impressed Life enough that the magazine ran
Cypress Gardens on the cover along with two-and-half pages of pictures. The Winter Haven
Herald attributed the magazine’s interest in the park to “the ingenious ability of Dick Pope to
pick photogenic feminine charm and stage it in a background of enchanting floral beauty.” 123
Pope advertised Polk County alongside Cypress Gardens for the next Life photo shoot.
The following February 1946 Life published pictures of Cypress Gardens as well as pictures of
Lakeland, FL and Lake Wales, FL. Originally planned as a weeklong stay at Cypress Gardens for
“noted ace photographer” Eliot Eliofsen and Life’s research editors, Irene Saint, Dick Pope
suggested the inclusion of Lakeland and Florida Southern College. The pictures taken at Florida
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Southern College dealt mainly with “seven attractive co-eds.” 124 Pope stated that these pictures
would “depict the pleasant life and privileges and advantages that girls from other states enjoy at
a modern co-educational college in our Land of Sunshine and Pretty Girls.” 125 A February 14,
1947 Polk County Democrat captioned photograph of Nance Stilley, “18-year-old AquaMaid and
photographic model” mentioned that she became the second Cypress Gardens girl to appear on
the cover of Life in two-years time. 126 Images of Cypress Gardens appeared in Life Magazine
three times in 1951 alone. 127
Dick Pope introduced non-Floridians to Cypress Gardens’ and the state by traveling with
images of the park’s beautiful girls. At the 1940 World’s Fair in New York, Pope showed Florida
to Fair visitors with a color film featuring Winter Haven and Cypress Gardens. 128 Later in 1955,
Pope sent Citrus Queen Sally Ardrey and three other “Cypress Gardens beauties” as well as a
team of Aquamaids to Detroit, Michigan for a citrus promotion. At the opening of new
supermarket, “largest in the world,” these “beauties” promoted Florida citrus followed by a water
ski show. 129
Waterskiing provided Cypress Gardens with unique material to photograph. While
pictures of gardens and young women existed elsewhere, Dick Pope waterskiing photographs
had no equal. To achieve the pictures he desired, Dick Pope constructed a photo pier on the shore
of Lake Eloise for park visitors to take up close-up shots of the ski show. A professional
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photographer posted on the pier advised guests on the best camera settings to use and when to
click the shutter for the perfect shot of a passing skier. A June 20, 1941 photograph showed
Malcolm Pope (Dick Pope’s half-brother) in midair as he jumped an outboard boat over a fiftyfoot tall barricade set up on Lake Eloise. Roughly, a year later, a May 22, 1942 picture showed
Barbara and Sylvia Chambliss aquaplaning behind a boat. 130
To make pictures of the ski-show more appealing, Pope had special photo boats designed
to take action pictures of skiers in action. As the ski shows grew so did these specialty boats. In
1968, Pope added a 41-foot photographic boat to his fleet. Pope “christened [the boat] with a
champagne bottle filled with fresh orange juice,” and named it Miss Cover Girl 5. Pope equipped
this specialty boat with “special photographic towers, aluminum arms for towing skiers, a public
address system, and a ship to shore radio.” 131
Pope understood how to generate newspaper attention in his park. It simply required the
sending of a few pictures to the local paper. If a few pictures generated media attention, Pope
decided that a few thousand must generate more attention. A 1954 Tampa Tribune article
estimated, “that each day of the year an average of 100 newspapers were carrying photographs of
skiers, bathing beauties and other activities sent out by Cypress Gardens.” 132 An October 17,
1957 Lake Wales News article noted that in 1956, Cypress Gardens spent $500,000 on publicity
while the entire state only spent $1,000,000. 133 This article also stated that Pope’s eight full time
photographers average 40,000 pictures a year, many of those being used for postcards. In 1956,
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Cypress Gardens sold 8,000,000 postcards. In 1963, Pope boasted that in fifty-two week period
his publicity shots appeared forty-eight times in the Chicago Tribune—"with credit." 134 While
his tactic of bombarding newspapers with images of his park worked for most newspapers, by
the mid-1960s the New York Times and the Associated Press declined to print his pictures. 135
In addition to photography, Cypress Gardens also obtained national focus with newsreels,
movie shorts and full-length movies. The portrayal of Cypress Gardens and Florida as tropical
outdoor fun with beautiful women served as the common thread among the movies and
newsreels.
The newsreels captured the three aspects of the park, the gardens, girls, and water sport
themes of Cypress Gardens. In 1938, Fox Movietone released What the Well Dressed Aquatic
Star Will Wear, which featured aquaplaning, skiing, and tobogganing scenes. Two years later, in
May 1941, Paramount released a newsreel that focused on the garden and beauty queens. It
included an “unusually long” scene showing “the gardenia court showering white blossoms on
the new queen as she drifted along one of the Garden canals in an electric boat.” 136 Cypress
Gardens’ first role in a full-length movie followed the newsreels and movie shorts.
Cypress Gardens served as the background for some of the scenes of Moon Over Miami,
starring Don Ameche, Betty Grable and Robert Cummings. In this 1941 film, doubles portrayed
the actors and actresses at Cypress Gardens, and the filmmaker took close-ups of the actors in
Hollywood and edited them in. In explaining the role of Cypress Gardens, the Winter Haven
Herald stated that, the stars of the movie aquaplaned and all of the love scenes were “shot
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through special lenses to create [the] effect of moonlight.” 137 The two sequences, that featured
the park, showed readily recognizable landmark areas. The credits at the end of the movie listed
Cypress Gardens as a filming location. This advertising in a Hollywood movie with well-known
movie stars helped to advertise the park nationally. 138
World War II provided new film material and a new audience for Cypress Gardens. In
1943, twenty- seven Winter Haven girls” appeared in a Technicolor sports short shot at Cypress
Gardens that featured shows, water sports, and other activities that the park provided for nearby
stationed servicemen. An article in the Winter Haven Herald reported: “Several convoys of
soldiers have been sent from various fields to assist in making the picture, which will also
include close-ups of the girls and Cypress Garden flowers.” 139 In 1945, three movie shorts
featuring Cypress Gardens included the use of United States soldiers on leave that were visiting
the park. Filmmakers shot the short films “GI Fun,” “Soldier’s Paradise,” and “GI Joe” all at
Cypress Gardens.
The other full-length movies filmed at Cypress Gardens shared similar qualities with
Moon Over Miami, featuring exotic sceneries, love scenes, and lots of dancing. Released in
1953, Easy to Love epitomized Cypress Gardens’ films. Featuring Esther Williams, this movie
used Cypress Gardens as both a background and as the basis for the plot. Williams stars as a
water skier who chooses between three potential men in her life, the manager of her ski show,
another male skier and a nightclub singer. The film shows many ski show performances mixed in
with the light plot. Essentially this movie served as direct publicity for Cypress Gardens. For one
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scene in the movie, Pope constructed a swimming pool in the shape of the state of Florida that
still exists today. 140
These movies presented Americans with images of Cypress Gardens and Florida. To nonFloridians, the park and the state appeared to be synonymous. The shots of Cypress Gardens
featured the tropical flora alongside lakes and lagoons. To northerners, Cypress Gardens and
Florida could easily be conflated. Former Orange Bowl and Citrus Queen, Marian Ettie,
described Easy to Love as a “135 minute commercial about Florida.” 141 Other films such as On
an Island with You used Cypress Gardens primarily for outdoor “exotic” scenes. On an Island
with You, in particular, only used shots of Lake Eloise and the Cypress trees in front of the park
with Cypress Gardens itself never making it clearly into the frame.
To further enhance Cypress Gardens’ appeal as a movie set, Pope artificially made
Cypress Gardens more exotic through the additional of islands to his park. Pope constructed ten
islands near the canal between Lake Summit and Lake Eloise. Workers used a forty-foot dragline
boom and a bucket to chisel out a series of peninsulas from an area that was previously
swampland. They then landscaped these peninsulas with giant palm trees before they separated
the peninsulas from the mainland and thus created new islands. Pope did not create these islands
with tourist activity in mind as much as he created them for photo and movie shoots. 142 In
December 1956, Pope opened these islands for filmmakers calling them, “The Tropical Isles of
Movieland.”
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Pope used the medium of television to promote Cypress Gardens and Florida nationally.
In 1956, NBC filmed a portion of its show Wide, Wide World at Cypress Gardens. Out of the
ninety-minute show, Cypress Gardens AquaMaids and shots of the park filled twenty minutes of
it with an estimated thirty million Americans watching at home. 143 The following year, a Winter
Haven Herald captioned photograph announced that Cypress Gardens and the Aquamaids were
to appear on the Ed Sullivan Show and that in the past year the skiers “have brought fame to all
of Florida by appearing on such popular shows at Steve Allen, Garry Moore, Wide Wide World,
Arthur Godfrey, Dave Garroway’s, Today Talent Scouts, and many others.” 144
Pope Florida through his support of rival tourist attractions because he believed that
“more tourists will be tempted to drive to his region if they can see three or four attractions
instead of only one.” 145 Within the Cypress Gardens souvenir shop, Pope posted a mileage chart
showing distances to his competitors, Parrot Jungle, Monkey Jungle and Bok Tower. Pope gave
his strongest support to Bok Tower through four million pamphlets and postcards that glorified
both parks. In 1955, a fire destroyed the ticket office, gift shop, and other buildings at Silver
Springs. When the park reopened, Pope advertised, “They’re open again” within his Cypress
Gardens. 146
Additionally, Pope promoted Cypress Gardens by increasing Florida’s advertising
budget. Pope resigned in 1955 from his position as vice-chairman of the State Advertising
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Commission. 147 While serving in this position, Pope doubled the advertising budget for the state
through a million dollar appropriation bill. Later, in 1957, Pope traveled for thirty days in South
America, trying to convince presidents and officials to visit Florida. While Pope undoubtedly
mentioned his park during this tour, the Herald article mentions his only mission as the
promotion of the state. 148 In November 1958, the Hall of Fame of the Florida Public Relations
Association voted in Pope for his public relations work. 149
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CHAPTER VI: EXPANDING FLORIDA, EXPANDING CYPRESS GARDENS

As Florida grew during another land boom in the 1950s, Cypress Gardens expanded upon
the themes that Pope developed during the park’s first five years. Similar to the boom of the
1920s, this land boom again aided tourism. Cypress Gardens benefited from the post-war growth
through the greatly expanded the state’s population and through the increased national interest in
Florida. This surge in Florida’s population had a direct effect upon Cypress Gardens and it is
useful to understand the factors behind the boom.
The end of World War II, air conditioning, the pesticide DDT, interstate highways, and
aggressive sales tactics led to Florida’s enormous growth during the 1950s. During this period,
the state went through a massive building boom. To see how much the state expanded in the post
war decade, one needs only to look at the age of the buildings in Florida. “Only 6 percent of the
state’s dwellings at the end of the twentieth century were standing in 1950, and only 3 percent of
those constructed prior to 1940 remained by 2000.” 150
World War II had an even greater impact than World War I on Florida migration.
Thousands of soldiers stationed in Florida during the war returned to the Sunshine state. These
soldiers, often from Rust Belt states, became Floridians during this growth of what is now
commonly called the Sunbelt. 151 The Sunbelt refers to the regions of the South, Southwest and
West that experienced massive population growth during the post-war period. These areas
attracted northerners with their moderate climate, modern transportation improvements, and
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growing economies. During the 1960s, Cypress Gardens best decade, Florida gained 1,721,538
new residents, a growth of 35 percent. 152
New innovations had also brought solutions to the region’s age-old scourges of summer
heat, mosquitoes, and inaccessibility. Florida’s summer weather normally consists of daytime
high temperatures of at least ninety degrees Fahrenheit and with afternoon humidity ratings of at
least fifty percent. 153 Widely available air conditioning made Florida a more appealing state to
live in year round rather than only during the winter months. By 1970, over sixty percent of
Floridians air-conditioned their homes compared to twenty percent a decade earlier. The growth
of the 1950s and 1960s corresponds to the growth in availability of climate control. 154
Insect control, specifically mosquito control, cut down a longstanding nuisance. Florida
widely used DDT or Dichloro-Diphenyl-Trichloroethane as a pesticide to control the mosquito
population. At the end of World War II, DDT, used by the U.S. government during the war,
became a readily accessible pesticide for the state of Florida to use. Since the 1920s, mosquito
control districts had worked to limit the mosquito population. Beginning in 1949, these districts
began massive aerial and ground applications of DDT in an effort to kill mosquitoes and their
larvae. Initial results indicated success and, at the time, officials believed that DDT answered
Florida’s mosquito control problems. 155 Later studies found that DDT did not have long lasting
effects because the mosquito population gained immunities to the pesticide. Additionally, Rachel
Carson’s 1962 book Silent Spring revealed the environmental risks of DDT.
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New highways made travel to the sun-state easier. The Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956
provided federal money for a network of high-speed roads linking the state’s cities to the rest of
the country. Interstates 75 and 95 ran down Florida’s west and east coasts, respectively.
Interstate 10 linked Jacksonville to Pensacola, and Interstate 4 connected Tampa and Daytona.
This last route proved crucially important to Cypress Gardens, as it runs only a few dozen miles
away from Winter Haven and Cypress Gardens. The interstate highways, DDT and air
conditioning are all forms of modernity transforming Florida into a real estate salesman’s gold
mine. The state was ripe to be sold and with clever, persistent and often forceful sales
techniques, Florida land sales exploded during the 1950s.
Real estate prices skyrocketed as new communities virtually sprang up out of nowhere.
“Developers converted goat farms, garbage dumps, and lemon groves into low-cost, middle-class
homes in the sun.” 156 The real estate companies developed the communities of this era. These
developers created cities of tens of thousands residents where none had existed previously. The
communities of Lehigh Acres and Miramar exemplified this phenomenon. Lehigh Acres’
developer, Lee Ratner chose an unlikely area for a city: far from a main highway, lacking a
downtown and even a body of water. Despite this, Lee Ratner, manufacturer of D-Con rat
poison, transformed 62,000 acres of the Lucky Lee Cattle Ranch into a profitable venture, and by
1959, he sold 40,000 lots in the newly dubbed Lehigh Acres. Similarly, Abraham L. Mailman
created Miramar out of a Broward County dairy farm. “By the 1960s,” notes Gary Mormino,
“Miramar was welcoming two families a day, becoming Broward’s fastest-growing suburb.” 157
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A 1965 growth study of Orange and Seminole counties explains other factors
contributing to the boom. The Orange-Seminole Joint Planning Commission implemented this
study which analyzed the decades leading up to the publication date as well as proposed planning
for future growth. In analyzing the period the study called the “Space Boom: 1950-1965,” the
study listed ease of transportation, growth of the citrus industry and proximity to Cape Canaveral
as the three major factors for these counties’ growth. Road improvements and the construction of
the Florida Turnpike and Interstate 4 made Orlando the “highway crossroads of Florida.” 158
Additionally, Orlando’s international airport, McCoy International, was the “air traffic center for
about a third of the peninsula.” 159
Cypress Gardens shared in the state’s prosperity, and by the 1960s, park attendance
reached record highs. Cypress Gardens had become a household name. On the park’s thirtieth
anniversary, January 2, 1966, it broke all previous attendance records. Pope reported that on two
consecutive days the number of park guests exceeded ten thousand. 160 In fact, 1966 would prove
to be one of the park’s most successful years. In December of that year, Dick Pope reported a ten
percent increase in tourism. 161 In 1966, park attendance exceeded a million visitors. 162
Cypress Gardens and Dick Pope were able to capitalize on the growth of the Sunbelt. As
the Sunbelt grew, Pope’s park was able to attract new visitors. As these new Floridians settled
into their new state, they sought out entertainment and perhaps something authentic to the state.
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Cypress Gardens presented these new tourists with a park that could provide enjoyment for the
whole family and also provide a sense of authentic (albeit created authenticity) Florida.
Pope saw his park’s success tied to the growth of Polk County. On January 7, 1964, Pope
went before a highway commission that oversaw the construction of the new Sunshine Parkway
(now Florida’s Turnpike) to fight for a twenty-two by forty-four foot billboard. Pope wanted this
billboard to feature Cypress Gardens or other Polk county destinations. Many Polk county
residents feared that this new super highway would divert tourists and potential future residents
away from Polk. The billboard Pope successfully fought for would advertise Polk County and
was to be located south of Yeehaw Junction. 163 Four months later, Pope again argued with state
transportation officials over Polk County’s economic importance after the state decided that there
would be no billboards along this new turnpike. 164
In 1962, Dick Pope retired from Cypress Gardens, giving Dick Pope, Jr. control over the
park as president. Dick Pope, Jr. saw the need for expansion to the almost thirty-year-old park.
The next major expansion effort of Pope’s was not a change to Cypress Gardens itself. Instead
this was an addition located just outside the park entrance. In 1963 Pope began the planning
phase of a five story multi-million dollar resort hotel. Pope designed the hotel for park guest to
stay the night before or after visiting Cypress Gardens and to host conventions and other
gatherings.
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Through this hotel, Pope sought to make Winter Haven “the convention hub of Polk
County.” 165 The hotel which opened its doors in 1966 would change hands and change names
several times but throughout its long history (currently named the Admiral’s Inn and part of the
Best Western franchise), it has almost always been a place to spot national figures ranging from
television and movies star to media personalities to politicians. According to George Ogburn,
also known as the radio personality George Prescott, the first guests of the Cypress Gardens
Sheraton hosted were Mike Douglas and his crew who were all at the park for a filming of his
popular television show. One of the show’s guests was Michael Landon - best known for his
roles on Bonanza and Little House on the Prairie 166
Constructed at the same time as the Cypress Gardens Sheraton, Fantasy Valley opened at
Cypress Gardens in 1965, ushering in the next major expansion to the park itself and the Popes’
first attempt at an animal themed attraction. Pope created Fantasy Valley for the children
attending the park with their parents. This area featured an “animal theme complete
with…statues and other special touches.” 167 This addition kept families in the park for longer
portions of the day.
The Old South theme expanded in 1969 when Cypress Gardens purchased the adjacent
Snively property and mansion. Dick Pope purchased the mansion with the intent of using it
immediately and the thirty acres in order to expand the park later. Pope anticipated the need to
expand the park with the opening of Walt Disney World looming ahead. Pope redesigned the
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Snively house to look like the Tara Plantation House from the movie Gone With the Wind. This
house eventually became the home to Faye Bell's Gone With the Wind Memories shop. 168
This boom era of the 1950s and 1960s for Cypress Gardens eventually ended. Several
factors led to the decline of Cypress Gardens as the premier Florida attraction but foremost is the
Mouse. Mickey Mouse came to Florida in 1971 with the opening of Walt Disney World near
Orlando, Florida. The Walt Disney Company completed and opening this park after Walt Disney
died in 1966. 169 The Orlando park and its predecessor, Disneyland in Anaheim, California,
provides a contrast to the type of entertainment that Dick Pope sold at Cypress Gardens.
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CHAPTER VII: DISNEY AND EVENTUAL DECLINE

By the late 1960s, Cypress Gardens had grown into the definitive Florida theme park.
Cypress Gardens’ sales experienced continual growth as the park grew both in the size of its
attractions and the extent of its promotion machine. The Walt Disney World’s opening in 1971,
coupled with a slowing national economy, rising fuel prices, and structural problems caused a
sharp decline in Cypress Gardens’ attendance. Within five years of Disney World’s opening,
Dick Pope’s park faced plummeting ticket sales. Disney World differed greatly from Cypress
Gardens both qualitatively and quantitatively. From its opening, Disney World presented tourists
with decidedly different themes compared to Cypress Gardens and, at the same time, presented
significantly more options that Pope’s park. Disneyland in California preceded Walt Disney
World in Florida. The distinctions between the Disney parks and Cypress Gardens explain how
Pope’s park fell so quickly from Florida prominence.
In designing Disneyland, Walt Disney wanted a mixture of history, fiction, the future, the
exotic and a quaint slice of turn-on-the-century America. With each of these areas, Disney’s
strove to show his vision or, more precisely, to tell a story. Disneyland can be interpreted as a
series of narratives each culminating in an attraction at the end of the story or, literally, at the end
of the road. 170 Filmmakers, not architects, built the park. These filmmakers calibrated the park’s
appearance to achieving a desired emotional effect. Form followed function in Disneyland. 171
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Walt Disney’s love for transportation, history, and storytelling guided his creation of
Disneyland. Looking at Disneyland in 1955, his love of trains and transportation becomes
abundantly clear. Along the perimeter of the park ran the Santa Fe and Disneyland Railroad with
the different themed lands located within the boundary established by the rail line. Beyond this,
Disney’s fascination with transportation manifested itself in many of the rides. Arguably,
transportation is a central part of Disneyland’s fantasy world. “Ensconced in a sea of giant
parking-lots in a city devoted to the automobile,” notes Reyner Banham, “it provides
transportation that does not exist outside—steam trains, monorails, people-movers…not to
mention pure transport fantasies such as simulated space-trips and submarine rides.” 172 It is
fitting that this park would rely so heavily on transportation as an overarching theme because it
was at the Chicago Railroad Fair of 1948 that Walt Disney decided to combine his earlier interest
in model railroading with his desire to have an amusement park that would be both: more than a
behind-the-scenes tour of his animation studios and a family park unlike “old Coney Island-style
amusement park[s].” 173 Disney said publically that he first started thinking about opening a park
when he took “his two young daughters out for fun on the weekends and found that existing
kid’s parks and fairs were often dirty, sleazy, money-grubbing places.” 174
By 1951, Disney’s interest in American history and models spawned another source of
inspiration for Disneyland, Disneylandia. With Disneylandia, Walt wanted to educate American
children and show them a vision of the past that they could not receive in two dimensions. Walt’s
plan for Disneylandia called for a “traveling, small-scale exhibit of scenes from American
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history that featured miniature mechanical people moved by tiny pulleys and gears.” 175 For this
project, Disney recruited the illustrator Harper Goff. While attempting to recruit Goff for the
project, Walt said, “I’ve got a little thing up my sleeve that I really want to do. It’s sort of a
‘Kiddieland,’ and I want it to be called ‘Walt Disney’s America.’ I don’t want to just entertain
kids with pony rides and slides and swings. I want them to learn something about their
heritage.” 176 Disney added studio artist Ken Anderson to the project that he renamed
“Disneylandia.” Disneylandia was to consist of twenty-four peep-show views of important
scenes of American’s past, “enlivened by little figures that could actually talk and
gesticulate.” 177
The Disneylandia project ultimately collapsed before completion, but prior to its death it
provided Walt with the inspiration for Main Street USA, another combination of history and
storytelling. Disney built Main Street USA, one of the themes of Disneyland and the entryway to
the rest of the park, as a scale model of the past. To be precise, the ground floor of each building
was seven-eighths the size of a “real” turn-of-the-century commercial structure and the second
story was in five-eighths scale. Disney used turn-of-the-century Kansas Street in Marceline,
Missouri as the primary inspiration for Main Street USA. 178 He also looked to Olvera Street, a
permanent sort of world's fair “village” constructed in the historic heart of downtown Los
Angeles in 1929 as a Mission-period pedestrian mall lined with more than seventy shops,
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cantinas, and stalls full of souvenirs for influence and ideas. 179 It combined “history, exoticism,
and shopping,” the main elements of Main Street USA. 180
While Cypress Gardens used gardens, girls and waterskiing to sell tickets, Disneyland
told stories through its themes and attractions. Walt Disney defined his park by its five themes of
Fantasyland, Frontierland, Tomorrowland, Adventureland, and Mainstreet USA with each theme
telling a different story to the tourist. 181 The story Disney told tourists through his park contained
frontiers, historical, modern, futuristic, and even fanciful. Frontierland presented a Disney’s
version of how the West was settled. Adventureland with its main attraction, Jungle Cruise,
represented the untamed lands of modern times, jungles, and rivers of Africa, Asia, and South
America. Tomorrowland told the story of the future frontiers both through technology in
America and later through space travel. Finally, Fantasyland explored the frontiers of
imagination as told through Disney’s animated movies.
In Fantasyland, the tourist became the protagonist. “Each Disneyland visitor thus
becomes an actor in a drama arranged, like a movie, in an edited sequence of sights and
sounds.” 182 The park visitor became a cast member on a movie set while he or she was told the
story of that ride. One of the opening rides, “Snow White’s Adventure,” followed this model.
The park visitor became Snow White during this ride in which he or she followed the course of
the movie’s adventure.
Two problems with Disneyland encouraged Disney to build a second park. The physical
surroundings presented both image control problems and expansion limitations while the
179
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geographic location hindered many Americans from visiting his park. Shortly after the Anaheim
park opened, “motel operators, fast-food franchises, and tacky souvenir shops” opened along
Harbor Boulevard, the road perpendicular to the park’s entrance. 183 The tawdry environment that
came to surround Disneyland infuriated Walt Disney. He wanted control of the landscape around
his park but the physical landscape of his Anaheim park prevented growth and therefore any
control over the park’s surroundings. In addition to growth concerns, “the company knew from
market surveys that only two percent of Disneyland’s visitors in California traveled from east of
the Mississippi, where three-fourths of the nation’s population resided.” 184 The search for a
second suitable site for the park began in 1959 and ended in late 1963 after Disney rejected the
primary location of St. Louis, Missouri because August Busch, Jr. had made an insulting remark
to Walt Disney. 185 He instead chose the alternative site of Orlando, forever changing the history
of central Florida and Florida tourism.
Disney chose Disney World’s placement based on ease of transportation, control of
surrounding land and real estate prices. Walt Disney decided upon Orlando after flying over the
city on November 2, 1963. During the flight, Disney simply stated, “That’s it.” When asked why
he chose Orlando he said, “The freeway routes, they bisect here.” 186 What Walt saw and what he
referred to was the intersection of the Florida Turnpike and the newly completed Interstate 4.
Disney saw the importance of transportation and how northerners would access a theme park in
Florida. Orlando appeared to have the best transportation network, better than the next potential
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site in Ocala. Additionally, McCoy Jetport had already announced that it would no longer be a
combined military-civilian airbase but would instead change over to an entirely civilian
international airport. Orlando also appealed to Disney because it offered 360-degree growth. He
ruled out coastal cities in Florida because of the limiting factor of the Atlantic Ocean or Gulf of
Mexico. The price of land became the final factor. By buying tracts of land secretly in order to
avoid land speculation, Disney purchased most of the land used for Disney World for less than
$200 per acre. Within months, land surrounding Disney’s was selling for $40,000 an acre, “with
prime tracts going for five or six times that.” 187
Construction of Disney World began shortly after Walt secured the land. In 1967, the
Florida legislature “agreed to roll back state and local regulation of building construction, land
use, and so forth, in return for Disney’s promised $600-million investment.” 188 The park opened
its doors in November 1971 and by December of that same year, no one doubted that Disney
World would eclipse all of Florida’s other theme parks. Disney parks easily cast a shadow on
Cypress Gardens with regards to the size of the attraction. In 1955, when Disneyland opened in
California, it sat on over one hundred sixty acres of land compared to Cypress Garden’s opening
size of thirty-seven acres. 189 Walt Disney World’s size made both Disneyland and Cypress
Gardens pale in comparison. The Walt Disney Corporation owned a total of 27,500 acres of land
outside of Orlando and used 2,500 acres to build the Magic Kingdom, the central and original
Walt Disney World Park. 190
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Established theme park operators anxiously watched Walt Disney World’s opening.
Initially, some park owners took an optimistic outlook. They believed that a Disney park in
Central Florida would have a spillover effect, boosting tourism to the surrounding parks. Hearing
of Disney’s plan for a second park near Orlando, Dick Pope said, “Anyone who is going to spend
$100 million near is good, and a good thing.” 191
Newspaper writers echoed Pope’s forecast. In a November 17, 1968 New York Times
article, C.E. Wright predicted “other well-established attractions in this area will undoubtedly
profit from the influx” of tourists. Wright listed Cypress Gardens as well Kennedy Space Center,
Busch Gardens, Silver Springs, and Rainbow Gardens as the attractions that stood to have the
largest increases in tourists because of Disney World. 192 In the “Traveler’s World” special to the
New York Times, Paul J.C. Friedlander analyzed Walt Disney World’s potential impact on Miami
Beach and tourism south of Orlando. While Friedlander acknowledged that some feared that
Disney would divert tourists away from previously established attractions, he stated that “other
observers of Florida’s tourist trade—and better established resident authorities on the subject—
think otherwise, and with obviously better cause.” 193 Similarly, Jon Nordheimer in a special to
the New York Times wrote on September 24, 1971, just a week before the opening of Walt
Disney World, that while parks like Cypress Gardens and even Six Flags in Atlanta, Georgia
were anxiously watching the Mouse, Miami Beach might be Walt Disney World’s biggest
victim. 194
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The size of Walt Disney World and its proximity to major roadways helped it survive the
problems that drastically hurt Cypress Gardens. During the first five years of Disney World,
Pope’s optimism appeared to be well founded. Cypress Gardens did not experience a decline in
tourism until after 1976. Except for minor increases, a downward trend existed for the park from
1976 to 1985, when Dick Pope, Jr. sold Cypress Gardens.
By the mid-1970s, Cypress Gardens faced stiff competition from both Disney World and
Sea World, which opened in 1973. 195 The once exclusive ski show had competition through
shows at Sea World and Disney’s Bay Lake. 196 Throughout the second half of the 1970s the
park’s attendance dropped steadily. In 1976 the attendance was 1,674,000, by 1977 and 19781,365,000 and 1,372,000, a slight increase, but then in 1979 down to 1,293,000 another slight
increase in 1980 to 1,366,000 and then in 1981 down to 1,216,000.
Cypress Gardens also suffered from rising gas prices and lumber prices also negatively
affected Cypress Gardens in the 1970s. While Sea World and Disney World lay near major
interstates and the Orlando International Airport, Cypress Gardens presented tourists with a
significant drive from Interstate 4, the Turnpike, and Orlando International. 197 Rising gas prices
directly increased the cost of travel to the park. Cypress Gardens also made a significant portion
of its profits from the sale of water skis. Profits from water skis dropped from $429,000 to
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$202,000 between the years 1977 and 1978. Dick Pope, Jr. attributed much of this loss in profits
to the thirty-six percent jump in the price of lumber. 198
Dick Pope, Jr. attempted to increase attendance and park profits through the Gardens of
the World in 1974, the largest expansion effort to the park since the 1965 Fantasy Valley
addition. This expansion doubled the size of the park and contained themed gardens representing
different regions of the world. In the Mediterranean Region, “Formal Italian fountains” shot
water twelve feet in the air and were surrounded by multi-tiered pools with handmade tiles.
Additionally in the region, the new Mediterranean Falls pumped seven thousand gallons of water
per minute over rock ledges and along a plant-lined winding river that looped back to the top. 199
Overlooking Lake Eloise, Pope constructed a Grecian stage. Pope used the stage primarily for
filming the weekly television show “Day of Discovery” which often used the stage’s columns,
urns, and other classical features. Another regional garden used the Netherlands as the basis for
its theme. A fifty-foot tall Dutch windmill surrounded by native plantings stood as the landmark
for this area. The All American Rose Garden represented America, and the All American Rose
Selections Committee designed this area and chose the roses contained within. 200
The Oriental Gardens region survives to this day. This area featured a twelve-foot tall
Buddha of Kamakura, a teahouse, dry riverbed, and “authentic” oriental lanterns. 201 Additionally
the South American gardens imitated a rainforest with its dense collection of important ferns.
Australia influenced the last of the regionally themed gardens. This area boasted important trees
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from Australia and a “lifelike” kangaroo (most likely a statue although the sources do not
specify). 202
In 1980, Pope opened the Living Forest and Southern Crossroads expansions. The
Living Forest featured a variety of animals shows and demonstrations such as Critter Encounter,
an animal petting area for children, Hug Haven, an animal nursery open to the public, and Gator
Alley, an Alligator habitat. 203
The Southern Crossroads expansion further developed the Southern theme of Cypress
Gardens and helped to solidify the park as a full-day attraction. The fourteen acre addition
resembled a small ante-bellum town, featuring shops, restaurants, theaters, amusement areas and
a bandstand with daily jazz concerts.
“One of our problems is that we are a half-day attraction,” Dick Pope, Jr. said in a 1978
interview with the Orlando Sentinel Star newspaper. “People visit us for half a day and go on.
We will become a full-day attraction with the expansion.” 204 Dick Pope Jr. also recognized that
to stay a full-day attraction an area of the park would have to be safe from the weather.
Historically, the quick-passing but often heavy central Floridian rainstorms decreased park
attendance. The Southern Crossroads addition featured covered walkways and gave visitors an
area to wait out passing rainstorms.
These additions were ultimately not enough to save Cypress Gardens. From 1980 to 1985
the park’s attendance declined significantly. In 1980, annual attendance at the park reached a
high point of 1.36 million visitors, but by 1984 that number had slipped to 1.04 million.
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Additionally, profits shrunk considerably; 1984 profits decreased 25% compared to the previous
year. The Orlando Sentinel from April 12, 1985 gave more details on the park’s financial
situation, “Standard and Poor’s has reported that the Cypress Gardens profit as a percentage of
its revenue has fallen from 17.2 percent in 1975 to 5.9 percent in 1983, and that its return on
equity has fallen from a high of 23.1 percent in 1975 to 5.3 percent in 1983.” 205 Cypress
Gardens’ future looked bleak and it appeared that Dick Pope, Jr. lacked the ability to rejuvenate
the park.
In 1972, Pope issued common stock for the first time with an opening price of $11.50 a
share but by 1985, shares fluctuated between $3.50 and $4.00. Pope, the chairman and head of
the park, along with park president Kenneth C. Smith, felt increasing pressure to drive up
revenue, profits, and most importantly stock prices. Stockholders were upset and demanded
action. 206 Vocal shareholders such as Harold I. Lieberman ran newspaper ads that were
“designed to embarrass management and force it to get more aggressive and start running the
company for the benefit of the stockholders.” 207 Lieberman and other stockholders succeed in
their efforts to change the park.
By 1985, Sea World’s parent company, publishing company Harcourt Brace Jovanovich
(HBJ), expressed interest in merging with Cypress Gardens. Stockholders such as Lieberman
saw this as advantageous for two reasons. First, stockholders could make an instant profit
because each share of Cypress Gardens stock would now be worth 0.16 a share of HBJ common
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stock worth about $8.12 a share because HBJ stock traded for $50.75 a share. 208 Secondly, many
who wanted to retain their stock in Cypress Gardens/HBJ believed that HBJ possessed the assets
and expertise needed to make the park a premier attraction again.
The Cypress Gardens/HBJ merger went from nothing to a formal agreement within
weeks. In early March 1985, Jack O. Snyder, president of Sea World Enterprises and an
executive vice president at HBJ, visited Cypress Gardens for the first time. Shortly after this
visit, Snyder proposed the idea of a partnership with Dick Pope, Jr. On April 11, 1985, Pope
formally announced the merger. 209 By this point, Snyder and Pope had agreed upon how Cypress
Gardens stock would be exchanged for HBJ stock and how the union would take place. Pope
would stay on as a consultant to HBJ and Cypress Garden’s president, Kenneth C. Smith, would
retain his position. The biggest change would be the addition of Jan Schultz, the marketing
director of Sea World in San Diego. 210 Initially, Snyder said that Schultz would remain in San
Diego and advise Cypress Gardens from across the country. A May 6, 1985 news brief from the
Central Florida Business section of the Orlando Sentinel states that Jan Schultz had set up
residence around Winter Haven. The article speculates, “the move could mean that HBJ has
some very big plans for the Winter Haven tourist attraction…” 211
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CHAPTER VIII: CYPRESS GARDENS AFTER POPE

The change in ownership of Cypress Gardens ushered in an era of nostalgia instead of
innovation for the park. HBJ added shows that emphasized the park’s past and not its future. The
merger, due to be completed on July 22, 1985, generated newspaper speculation of how the
publishing company would change the park. 212 The answer came sooner than the newspapers
first speculated. Two new water shows debuted at the park on the June 29 1985 weekend. The
first of these shows, “Aquacade 85” featured “one-of-a-kind swimming, diving and skiing
spectacular, featuring champion competition divers.” This show ran four times a day, every other
hour from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. “The Golden Years at Cypress Gardens” show ran on the off hours of
the “Aquacade 85” show. This new act included highlights from the Cypress Gardens ski shows
through the years.” 213 These changes to the ski show came not from Cypress Gardens itself but
instead from Sea World employees which, by July 1985, already oversaw the park’s marketing
decisions. 214 Sea World entertainment producer Ken McCabe faced the problem of how to create
distinct shows at both Sea World and Cypress Gardens but have them equal in their appeal to
audiences. McCabe, commenting on this problem, stated that Cypress Gardens’ ski-show used to
be more straight skiing and too traditional but the new show featured specially designed
costumes, a new original music score and more high tech stunts. 215
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The ski shows were not the only major changes that HBJ quickly made. In November
1985, HBJ announced plans to renovate two existing restaurants and to build a third while also
expanding the park’s fast-food options. This change was partially due to the damage done to the
Gardens Plaza restaurant by a sinkhole that had developed beneath the eatery. Besides trying to
compensate for the damaged Gardens Plaza, HBJ wanted to expand the number of park visitors
that could eat comfortably in an air-conditioned restaurant. County Fare, an open-air restaurant
in the Southern Crossroads section of the park, was to have a glass enclosure added and the
Southern Mansion would play host to a new one hundred-seat restaurant. The last major
attraction added was the Ice Palace, a 750-seat ice skating venue renovated from a rarely used
theater at the park. This planned expansion cost roughly $1 million and included the opening of
sales offices in Orlando, Tampa, and Miami. These satellite offices were designed to make it
easier for groups or individuals to buy tickets to Cypress Gardens. 216
By December 1985, the $1 million renovation plans that mainly focused on the dining
areas of the park comprised only a small part of the park improvement plan. The plan called for
$5 million dollars to be pumped into the park (including the $1 million dining plans and the
renovations to the ski shows) by the end of the year. In order to boost the attendance of the park,
which had been slipping since 1980, Jan Schultz and Ken Smith sought to expand the appeal of
the park to Central Floridians. Attendance, which was at 1.36 million in 1980, had fallen to 1.04
million in 1984 and had fallen to a worse low of 800,000 by 1985. To correct these numbers,
Schultz and Smith launched a new advertising campaign. Schultz and Smith aimed the revised
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advertising campaign at both local Floridians and also tourists to the state that stayed only near
the Orlando attractions. In the new advertising, HBJ advertised Cypress Gardens in conjunction
with Sea World. While marketed together, the two parks retained their distinct features (even
while some elements such as flower shows and a penguin exhibit would be shared by the two
parks). 217 Within a three-month period of 1985, HBJ spent more on advertising for Cypress
Gardens than Cypress Gardens had spent in 1983 and 1984 combined. The early efforts at
expansion appeared to working according to Schultz: “Attendance was up 17 percent over the
same period a year earlier until Labor Day weekend, when a hurricane forced the park to close
for two days. The forced closing ‘hurt badly.” 218
Despite these efforts, by 1986, the shadow of Walt Disney World was impossible to
escape. Newspaper articles related to tourism focused on Disney for the majority of the article,
then on the runners up: Busch Gardens, Sea World, Daytona and Miami beaches, and finally the
“third-tier attractions” such as Cypress Gardens, Circus World, the Miami Seaquarium,
Marineland of Florida, Silver Springs and Weeki Wachee Springs. 219 While tourism was doing
well across the state, Cypress Gardens even under HBJ could never again regain its stature as a
premier theme park in Florida.
Due largely to the fear of terrorist attacks in Europe after the April 5, 1986 West Berlin
disco bombing along with lower gasoline prices domestically, Florida tourism experienced a
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significant growth. By May 1986, Cypress Gardens was up thirty-five percent, year to date. 220
Cypress Garden’s rise during 1986 also was due to an increased investment by HBJ. In 1986,
HBJ invested five million dollars into capital improvement such as renovating the animal areas,
including one million dollars in upgraded food facilities and new night-time show. The following
year HBJ renovated the Southern into a lounge and restaurant. 221
An April 1987 article in the Orlando Sentinel revealed both the accomplished result of
the expanded animal area and the many shortcomings of Cypress Gardens. The article described
the “obstacle course of minor hitches” that prevented some tourists from venturing to the park or
from returning. These “hitches” included a sluggish park staff, a lack of good eating
establishments and longer than usual wait lines. To the writer, the appeal of the animal
attractions eventually overcame the park’s annoyances. The expanded animal area, collectively
called the Animal Forrest, included Critter Encounter, where children (and adults) interacted
directly with select animals; the Fly Free Aviary, where exotic birds lived in a simulated natural
environment, the Everglades Theatre, an alligator demonstration show, and Hug Haven with
infant animals on display for park visitors. Newspaper articles such as this one are excellent
examples of how HBJ’s investment was showing results but how basic park issues such as staff
and food still prevented the park from achieving its full potential. 222
Despite having potential, Cypress Gardens was still a troubled park with an uncertain
future. By November 1987, Cypress Gardens’ spokeswoman Vicki Mottice expected the park’s
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attendance for the year to break 1.4 million which would put the park back where it was in
1980. 223 Despite the steadily increasing attendance at Cypress Gardens and the other parks
owned by HBJ, in December 1987 the publishing company announced the possibility of a sale of
all six parks for 2.5 billion dollars. HBJ chairman William Jovanovich listed among his reasons a
concern about what he termed “negligence” in safety procedures at one of the Sea World parks.
Additionally, earlier in the year HBJ spent $2.9 billion on a takeover defense to fend off a hostile
bid by British publisher Robert Maxwell. 224
The $2.9 billion spent to recapitalize HBJ ultimately led to their sale of Cypress Gardens.
In August 1988, the company announced the end of its high-profile television advertising
campaign for Sea World, Cypress Gardens, and Boardwalk and Baseball in the Orlando and
Tampa markets. This cut in advertising was at the recommendation of a taskforce that HBJ
formed to investigate where costs could be cut from each of the six parks owned by the
company. In interviews, HBJ indicated that “nothing dramatic will be cut, and instead the
company will trim excess, perhaps unnecessary expenditures -- such as advertising -- to pare
costs.” 225 Within three weeks, management issued more drastic cuts. In addition to the normal
seasonal layoffs, HBJ announced in late August that 343 jobs would be cut from the Central
Florida parks including sixty jobs at Cypress Gardens. “The length of service of the employees
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laid off ranged from several months to more than 15 years.” 226 By the end of February 1989,
HBJ announced a net loss for the company in 1988 of $126.5 million. The main reason for this
loss was not a decrease in overall sales (overall sales were actually up by 17 percent) but instead
the interest due on the $2.9 billion borrowed for the recapitalization of 1987: that interest for
1988 equaled $313.7 million. 227
These financial problems directly affected Cypress Gardens and its staff. For 1988 and
most 1989, the impact was the loss of 60 employees. No further news came until a surprise
announcement on June 20, 1989 in which HBJ said it was looking to sell its theme parks. After
this public statement, most employees interviewed claimed they had no foreknowledge of this
decision except for pure speculation. 228
Although Cypress Gardens operated for nearly fifty years under the ownership of the
Pope family, it would only stay a part of Harcourt Brace Jovanovich for four years. In 1989 HBJ
ultimately sold the park to Busch Entertainment Corporation, a subsidiary of Anheuser-Busch
Companies, Inc in 1989. Busch Entertainment held the park until 1995 when it sold Cypress
Gardens to a private partnership composed mainly of ex-Busch managers. This partnership
controlled the park until its closing in 2003.
Apart from the financial hardships that occurred while under HBJ ownership, the failure
to bring in new and younger audiences ultimately hurt park attendance. In fact, from 1985 to
2003, each of the park’s new owners failed to attract families and instead catered to an older
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population that still remembered Cypress Gardens’ exciting past. In the years preceding the
park’s closing, “94 percent of Cypress Gardens' attendance came from retirees rather than young
families that are the backbone of theme park audience.” 229
The final blow to Cypress Gardens came after September 11, 2001. After the attacks on
the World Trade Towers in New York and the Pentagon in Washington, D.C., tourism declined
rapidly due to both a fear of traveling and an overall nationwide economic slowdown. The travel
industry suffered in general, but older sites like Cypress Gardens felt the hit especially hard. “If
9/11 had not have happened, we would still be here,” William C. Reynolds Jr., director of
operations in 2003, said. “The cash flow had dropped, and the owners decided to stop the
bleeding.” During the last eight years of operation, the park had lost $6 million. 230 With losses
mounting, Reynolds, along with the other owners, closed the park. The question of what would
happened to the closed park hung over Winter Haven for months while a debate raged both in
Polk County and in Tallahassee, FL where lawmakers and the Governor considered intervening.
The story of Cypress Gardens does not end with its closure. In fact, the next year it reopened
with a new name, a new owner and a new look.
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CHAPTER IX: THE RE-CREATION OF CYPRESS GARDENS: WHAT IS
FLORIDA?

The Cypress Gardens Adventure Park that opened its doors to the public in 2004 was a
substantially different park than the Cypress Gardens theme park that operated from 1936 to
2003. Park enthusiasts questioned which aspects would be kept the way they remembered them.
Returning tourists saw both elements of the past as well as new additions that took the park in
different directions than the original owners ever envisioned. Fans of the botanical gardens were
pleased to find that they had been preserved along with the quiet and sanctity that they had
previously possessed. Returning visitors saw that the girls of Cypress Gardens, the Southern
belles, still roamed the park and posed for pictures. Finally, tourists wondered about the
preservation of the world famous ski show. It survived as well.
The new owner, Kent Buesher held the grand reopening of Cypress Gardens on
December 9, 2004, and officially renamed the park, Cypress Gardens Adventure Park. The three
hurricanes that crisscrossed Florida and Polk County in 2004 delayed the reopening. Hurricanes
Charley, Frances, and Jeanne each came within miles of Winter Haven and Cypress Gardens.
The hurricanes substantially damaged the park, costing Buescher an addition $10 million. 231
Kent Buescher, who also owned Wild Adventures theme park in Valdosta, Georgia, invested a
total of $50 million and his own reputation into rebuilding and renovating Cypress Gardens. He
spent approximately $32 million of this investment on long-term park debt and the rest on
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restoring older areas of the park and adding new thirty-eight new carnival style rides—including
four new roller coasters. 232
On December 9, 2004, visitors saw a mixture of both old and new at Cypress Gardens.
Park guests saw Southern belles in hoop skirts roaming the park just as they had since 1939, but
in the background, they heard the screams of adventurous park guests riding the new Triple
Hurricane roller coaster, named in reference to the three hurricanes that tore through the park
during the year before this re-opening. The world's tallest spinning rapids ride and themed shows
at the Royal Palm Theater made sure that there was entertainment for the entire family during
this reopening. 233 Buescher changed the old Southern Crossroads dining area’s name to Jubilee
Junction but it still offered food and specialty shops for park guests to enjoy while they chose
which direction to take. The Jubilee Junction stood as the physical intersection of old and new at
the park. It sat between the new thrill ride area and the original botanical gardens.
The grand re-opening generated figures that indicated a financial success. Even with the
huge debt that Buescher owed on the park, the numbers looked promising. Keeping ticket pricing
low ($29.95 for an adult ticket, and free second day admission to the park) helped the park
exceed the anticipated number of visitors during the first month of operation. 234 “It's been an
overwhelming first month,” said Alyson Gernert, spokeswoman for Cypress Gardens and
daughter of Bob Gernert, Executive Director of the Winter Haven Chamber of Commerce.
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“We've been drawing about double what we anticipated.” 235 During the park’s last full year
operation, only six hundred thousand guests visited the park. To just break even for year one,
Buescher needed Cypress Gardens to break the one million mark. During the first month of the
re-opening, he averaged six thousand guests a day, which, if he could keep that number, would
put the first year attendance at 1.8 million. The situation at Cypress Gardens looked very good
during after the re-opening. 236
The public responded positively to Buescher’s changes to the park. Buescher targeted
Floridians and avoided competition with Disney, Universal Studies or Busch Gardens for
national or international tourists. The strategy appeared to work: “This seems like a local park,”
said Mike Kusack, who was visiting his son in Lake Mary and visited the park during a trial
opening last month. “A little more than a country fair, maybe?” 237 Children agreed that new
version of the park surpassed their expectations, especially because compared to large Orlando or
Tampa parks the queue lines were very short. Jessica Jessup, 11, of Winter Haven, said she rode
the Triple Hurricane five times on a recent morning, and didn't have to stand in a single line.
Even those who could compare this park to the old park thought well of it, “They've done a
beautiful job in bringing the things back that they could bring back and replanting what they
could,’ said Colleen Smith, of Winter Haven, who surveyed the restored gardens just before the
grand opening. She was quick to add, it was not the place she remembered, but it was well on its
way to a comeback. 238 Fortunately, for Buesher, the newspapers covered the reopening
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extensively and in a tone that bordered on boosterism. Not only did the Florida papers report on
the event, but the Boston Globe, Houston Chronicle, Toronto Sun, and even the London Sunday
Times covered Cypress Gardens’ rebirth. 239
The Cypress Gardens Adventure Park that opened in 2004 attempted to preserve the past
while embracing a future that would attract more and younger park visitors. Prior to this opening
there was anything but consensus as to what should be the fate of the failed park. Buescher’s idea
won out but not after a long fight that focused on two major questions: should the state of Florida
help the failed park and what business plan would guide this new park?
The effort to save Cypress Gardens started before the park had officially closed its doors.
Local residents feared that land developers would purchase Cypress Gardens in order to build
condominiums or houses. Winter Haven Chamber of Commerce Executive Director Bob Gernert
was at the head of the movement to preserve Cypress Gardens and keep the land out of the hands
of developers. In 2002, Gernert wrote William C. Reynolds Jr., director of operations at Cypress
Gardens, with a plan to save the park. In his letter, he expressed concern that Cypress Gardens
might not survive and therefore he proposed a plan to save at least the original thirty-seven acres
of botanical gardens. 240 After the park officially closed, Gernert and others at the Winter Haven
Chamber of Commerce fielded more than one hundred telephone calls and read hundreds of emails. “You should see the letters I'm getting—they would make you cry,” Gernert said. “It is
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indeed a sad day for Winter Haven, to realize the loss of Cypress Gardens,” he said. “Many,
many people are interested in exploring the feasibility of preserving the original botanical
gardens of Cypress Gardens as a park. To be sure, its historic value to our city, county and state
are immeasurable.” 241
Seven days after the park closed its doors for what appeared to be the last time on April
13, 2003, Florida Governor Jeb Bush began to consider the idea of saving Cypress Gardens. As
news of the park’s closing spread, phone calls, letters, and emails began to flood the Governor’s
office, asking to save Cypress Gardens. On April 20, Bush requested that the Florida Department
of Environmental Protection Deputy Secretary Bob Ballard to meet with Cypress Gardens’
owner Bill Reynolds to discuss buying the park through the Florida Forever program. Ballard
drove to Cypress Gardens and walked the two hundred acre grounds with Reynolds while talking
about the possibility of preserving the attraction. 242
While their motives may have been driven by local boosterim, Polk county residents from
around Winter Haven argued for the historical importance of this park. Politicians from towns
and cities surrounding Winter Haven pleaded their case to the State. In a letter to Governor Jeb
Bush, John Fitzwater, chairman of the Lakeland Chamber of Commerce, said the chamber
offered its “full support” and “encouragement” in approving funding to save Cypress Gardens.
“These beautiful gardens have tremendous historical, cultural, recreational and environmental
value to our state and should be protected as one of Florida's most important treasures,” he
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wrote. 243 The Greater Bartow Chamber of Commerce also supported the preservation of the
botanical gardens portion of Cypress Gardens. “Recognizing the historical and cultural
significance of Cypress Gardens to the people of Polk County and the state, the chamber
endorses efforts to preserve this historical landmark,” said Jeff Clark, the chamber's executive
director. He went on to say, “It is Polk County history, as well as Florida's first theme park.”
The preservation effort passed its first hurdle in June 2003 when the state Acquisition and
Restoration Council voted unanimously to add the 233-acre Cypress Gardens tract to the state's
land-buying list. Gov. Jeb Bush and the Florida Cabinet still had to vote on the recommendation
in August of 2003, but Floridians who had been fighting for the state to intervene since April
considered this a major milestone. The Department of Environmental Protection Secretary David
Struhs, who was chairman of the acquisition panel, labeled Cypress Gardens “a cultural icon.”
“Cypress Gardens is a piece of Florida's modern history,” Struhs said, “There can be no better
way to continue its tradition than through the Florida Forever program.” The Florida Forever
program is the state's ten-year, three billion dollar program to buy environmentally critical or
culturally significant land. 244
Opinions varied as to what Cypress Gardens should become if saved. Public officials,
concerned residents and businessmen looking to reopen the park had varying interpretations of
the kind of park Cypress Gardens should become. Former state senator Rick Dantzler (Dick Pope
Jr.’s son-in-law) and Winter Haven Chamber of Commerce Executive Director Bob Gernert
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fought save at least the original thirty-seven acres of botanical gardens but preferred for the
whole park to be saved.
Among the concerned residents, Burma Davis Posey made herself the most visible with
the argument that, “Cypress Gardens really is Florida.” 245 She formed the “Friends of Cypress
Gardens” group to advocate the preservation of the park. Two businessmen, Kent Buescher,
owner of the Wild Adventures theme park in Valdosta, Georgia and David Siegel, an Orlando
investor both expressed interest in purchasing the park and reopening it. Buescher’s plan called
for him to purchase the park and operate it on his own. Under Seigel’s plan, the state of Florida
would purchase the entire two hundred acre park and then lease it to Seigel. In a May 2003
proposal letter to Governor Jeb Bush, Seigel explained how he turned other failed central Florida
areas into profitable locations such as the River Ranch dude ranch near Lake Wales, FL and the
Grenelefe Golf Resort near Haines City, FL. Posey’s Friends of Cypress Gardens organization
offered their endorsement of this plan. 246
Many Floridians did not share the view that the state should purchase the failed tourist
attraction. While there was a precedent of the state buying and preserving tourist attractions,
many argued that it did not apply in the case of Cypress Gardens. The state of Florida owns
Weeki Wachee Springs, Silver Springs, Homosassa Springs, and Rainbow Springs. The state
owns Weeki Wachee and Silver Springs and leases them to the operators of the attractions. In the
cases of Homosassa and Rainbow Springs, the state owns and operates both springs. 247 These
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parks all differ from Cypress Gardens in that all of those locations are springs, natural land
formations which fall clearly into the scope of the Florida Forever program. Conversely, Dick
Pope constructed a man-made park built on the shore of a lake. Before the final decision was
made as to the fate of Cypress in August 2003, it had become apparent by at least June of that
year that the state wanted to preserve at least the original thirty-seven acres of land created by
Dick Pope. 248 Beyond that, lawmakers debated over how much money the state could ultimately
afford to spend on the park and therefore how much land beyond those thirty-seven acres could
be saved. Some conservationists expressed concern for the idea of using Florida Forever money
because that would simply be less money the state would have to use towards nature restoration
and conservation. 249
The debate on the preservation of Cypress Gardens can also be seen as a debate over
what is Florida. One possible answer is: Florida is tourism. The largest source of income for the
state comes from its tourist industry. Economically, in 2003 tourism accounted for $51.5 billion
of the state’s income. In that same year, the state collected $3.1 billion in taxes from tourism, and
the tourist industry employed 874,700 individuals. 250 If Florida is tourism, then the conservation
of tourist attractions should be a high priority. Rick Dantzler and Bob Gernet often used this
argument to justify using Florida Forever funds to save Cypress Gardens.
As the day of decision, August 20, approached, Posey’s Friends of Cypress Gardens
began to apply increasing pressure on the state to purchase the entire park. Posey’s organization
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had placed its support behind Seigel’s plan for the park. Posey also added her suggestions for
what Cypress Gardens should include if and when it reopens. “She proposed creating several
museums there, including one for sports, one for Gone with the Wind memorabilia and a pageant
museum with gowns from former Miss America and Miss Universe winners.” 251
Posey displayed her disagreement with Dantzler and Gernert publically through an article
she wrote for the Alachua Post on May 20, 2003. In this article she attempted to portray Dantzler
and Gernert’s belief that only part of Cypress Gardens could and should be saved as representing
only a small minority of those who want to save Cypress Gardens. In this article, she asserts that
her view of complete preservation represented the will of the people.
On August 20, 2003, Governor Jeb Bush and his cabinet heard the testimonies from more
than a dozen advocates who urged the state to save Cypress Gardens. During this meeting Siegel
and Buescher both announced their plans for the park. In a videotaped message, David Siegel
outlined his plans to reopen Cypress Gardens as “the Smithsonian of the South.” He said he
could draw more visitors to the park by bringing in popular exhibits and collections, ranging
from Gone with the Wind memorabilia to a sports hall of fame. 252
On the day of decision, supporters of Cypress Gardens received an unanticipated
decision. On August 26, Bush and his cabinet voted to place Cypress Gardens on the Florida
Forever list. While this yes vote was not unexpected, the size of the land saved was. Bush and
members of the Cabinet voted to place all 176 acres of the attraction on the list. The question
now present was who would step in to buy and operate Cypress Gardens. Governor Bush made it
251
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clear that the state did not want “be in the amusement park” business and that a private
individual or company would have to own and operate the park. 253
In order to speed up the process of getting Cypress Gardens into the hands of someone
who could breathe new life into the park, the Trust for Public Land purchased the park from the
previous owners. The size of the purchase was 142 acres, much larger than the 107 acres that
was originally discussed a month before September purchase. It included most of what people
identified with the park: the original botanical gardens, the water ski arena, the Southern
Crossroads including the Snively Mansion, the butterfly conservatory and the entertainment
arena. 254
In late 2003, instead of consensus and peace, a war of words still raged over who should
run Cypress Gardens and what kind of park should it be. The Trust for Public Land had a
deadline to sell the park by February 24, 2004, but in the months preceding that approaching
date, the fighting between Friends of Cypress Gardens President Burma Posey and Rick Dantzler
and Bob Gernert raged on. 255 Posey publically accused Dantzler and Gernert unfairly favoring
Kent Buescher. Posey saw Buescher’s plan, which called for keeping the original aspects of
Cypress Gardens the same while adding new thrill rides, unacceptable. In her view, his plan
would cheapen the image of the park and would create what she called “a permanent state
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fair.” 256 The disagreement over the fate of Cypress Gardens eventually turned into a series of
personal attacks with each side leveling charges of ulterior motives and improper conduct.
Ultimately, Buescher presented the most feasible plan for reopening Cypress Gardens.
The Trust for Public Land had until February to close a deal on the park but the deadline for
potential owners to turn in bids was on November 14, 2003. Three formal bids were submitted:
one unknown bid, one bid from a Pennsylvania company that suggested creating an indoor snowskiing facility, and Buescher’s bid. 257 Finally, by December 2003 the Trust began working with
Buescher and his Wild Adventures theme park in Valdosta, Georgia. Buescher’s offer to buy the
park and not lease it eventually won out as did his plan to keep the old Cypress Gardens as it was
and to add thrill rides in other areas of the park in order to attract younger park visitors.
Buescher’s purchase of the park and the reopening that followed mark the end of an era
for Cypress Gardens. The history contained between the park’s two openings illustrates that
during the years the Pope family ran the park, Cypress Gardens successfully capitalized on
selling a “created” Florida and by presenting novel spectacles related to the state. From Buescher
to present, the history of the park contains a different story. This new park’s story deals more
with how to honor the vision of Dick Pope than how to continue his efforts. With this transition
in the park’s focus, the history of the Pope’s Cypress Gardens concludes.
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CONCLUSION

The themes of gardens, belles, and water skiing display how Dick Pope saw Florida. To
Pope, Florida was a tropical paradise of flowers, a land of Southern hospitality, and a land of
water based adventure upon the lakes of the land. From his youth until his death, Pope was a
salesman and promoter. Whether Pope was selling land, boat motors, or theme park tickets, he
was still always selling his dreams. The land he sold was the land of his dreams; the boats were
vehicles of excitement upon the lakes of his dreamland; and the park tickets were admission
passes to Dick Pope’s vision of Florida.
The conclusions of this paper were developed through establishing the historical context
of tourism in Florida by first presenting a brief history of Florida tourism and its development
from Gilded Age leisure class luxury resort hotels to roadside attractions. To better understand
Cypress Gardens’ place within the national historiography of tourism, this paper then presented a
history of Coney Island, Silver Springs, and the development of the theme park. After this
emphasis on historical background, the paper’s focus on Dick Pope and his vision for Cypress
Gardens displayed the connection between Pope and his beloved state. Developing this further,
an in-depth analysis of the major additions to the park, southern belles and waterskiing,
followed. Finally, the paper explored the ways in which Cypress Gardens advertised itself and
how this related to Pope’s vision and the theme of Florida.
The significance of these findings lies largely in the significance of Cypress Gardens to
both twentieth century Florida and the United States. Cypress Gardens, founded in the 1930s,
became a household name in the 1960s, but faded into obscurity and irrelevance by the 1990s.
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The two thirty-year-old periods, one of triumphant success and the other of slow decline, follow
both the history of Cypress Gardens and also the history of Florida. The history of Florida during
this sixty-year span contains the transition from semi-frontier land to Sunbelt growth and the
shift from postwar boom Florida to post-Disney Florida. These considerable shifts for the state
corresponded with the growth and decline of the park that defined itself at Florida’s park,
Cypress Gardens.
By utilizing both newspaper and advertising sources, this paper showed more than just
what Cypress Gardens did. Cypress Gardens was botanical gardens, southern belles, and water
skiing. The park explicitly presented those three themes to tourists. Using promotional sources
including visual media, this paper presented the vision of Dick Pope, how Pope saw his own park
and how he thought the park should be sold to the public. This paper concludes that story of
Cypress Gardens from 1935 to 2003 is the story of Dick Pope’s vision for the park and how he
sold his park to tourists by simultaneously selling Florida.
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